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Celebrating 70 years as the Student Newspaper ,of Murray State University

News
A restaurant on 15th and
Olive, named after the location, will combine a delicatessen and "grill" atmosphere.

See page 2

Wellness center site .Proposed
•Center:
Negotiations
between M urray-Calloway
County Hospital, Murray
State and YMCA may
result in the addition.of a
fitness center to campus.
BY CHRISTINE HALL
A!>SISTANT NEW~ EDITOR

Amy Ponder,
senior copy
editor of The

Murray State
News talks
about the legal
ramifications of check
forgery.

CollegeL[/e
With Spring Break only a
week away, many students
already have their bags
packed for the long-awaited
vacation. However, there are
some obstacles that can put
a snag in your tcavel plans.

:·iee page
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Sports
Commentaries by Murray
State Men's basketball coach
Mark Gottfried, sports editor Greg Stark and copy editor Jason Yates are featured
in today's Murray State men's
basketball special section.

TheNewsOnline

We've been working on
improving our presence on
the Information Superhighway. Check out our evolving
World Wide Web page at
www.thenews.org.
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Murray State is negotiating
with Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and the Murray Family YMCA to build a wellness
center.
The proposed location for the
center is the area near the new
Regional SpeciaJ Events Center
and Reagan Field.
The Board of Regents dis·
cussed the proposal at last Friday's meeting.
"The Board agreed to let
President Alexander start the
negotiations with the hospital,"
Todd Earwood, SGA president,
said.
He said the only part the University plays in this agreement
has to do with the land that will
house the new building.
"Murray State is only concerned with leasing the land to
the hospital to build the facility
with the YMCA,~ Earwood.said.
"The proposed cost of the building is $3.7 million."
Dean Ehrenheim, CEO of the
Murray Family YMCA, said
Yl\fCA bad been talking with
the hospital for the past year.
"We have had negotiations
with the hospital for six to 12

months now," he said. "At one
time we had a proposal made to
build the facility in the park,
but so many people were
against that idea. We continued
to talk, but started looking at
alternative sites."
He said the YMCA was the
first to contact the University
on this matter.
"We spoke to the University
first and then the hospital went
into lengthy talks with them,"
Ehrenheim said. "The whole
time, the YMCA was waiting
and not making any commitments."
Ehrenheim said in the end,
the negotiation would come
down to the basic principle of
money.
"It all boils down to dollars
and cents,• he said. "The YMCA
has the smallest amount of
resources and would have to
pay the largest amount."
Ehrenheim said the negotia·
tion depended on how many
members would go to the new
facility and if it would be able to
sustain members.
"The YMCA is a tax
deductible, non-profit agency
that bases its budget on monthly membership without any
state funding," he said. "The
scenario is we could actually
run and operate a good program there since we have tentatively agreed in all areas."
Earwood said he wandered
about the membership for stu·
dents.
"My only concern was for the

YMCA to give Murray State a
good rate because the one they
have now is not good enough,"
he said. "The YMCA is going to
give a reduced price to students."
Ehrenheim said the YMCA is
in the process of presenting students with a good rate of membership.
Earwood said the wellness
center will not only be for hos·
pital use but will also house
student facilities.
'"Classrooms are being added
for students .in the pre-physical
therapy major and medical
field," he said. "Tttere will also
be equipment in the wellness
center for students to utilize."
Ehrenheim said all three
negotiators will gain something
from this agreement.
"The hospital will have a
wellness and rehabilitation
center that will help build
strong families in the area," he
said. "The University will
attract more students to the
campua because it can offer
classes like occupational theraPY and the YMCA will gain
another facility to benefit the
community."
He said after the lease is up
on the land, the YMCA will be
interested in purchasing the
land from the University.
"After the lease is up, there
will be no ownership and we
would like the option of purchasmg the facihty to contmue
to grow and serve the commuPic:asc sec CENTER/12

Tel~visiOn .

station,
degrees expand
.
Communications
•Regents: The MSU lt wilJ also provide more opporBoard of Regents accepted · tunitiea for broadcasting stua gift of a local low-power dents to get' hands-on experience than is currently avail-

TV station and added able, MSU President Kern
degree
programs ,in Aluander said.
telecommunications ~! ( · The 'new degree programs
BY

C.O.

..
BRADLEY

EOITOl•tN-CHIIF'-

The Board of Regents took
two big stepa to solidify the
University's bid for a Program
of Distinction in Business and
Industry during its Friday
meeting.
First, the Board accepted the
gift of WQTV Channel 46, a
local low-power television station. Secondly, it voted to
establiSh associate's, bachelor's
and master's degree programs
in telecommunications systems
management.
After months of negotiations,
MSU finally accepted the television station, worth $387,000.
The Regents hope to use it to
receive part of the $1 million
matching funds from the state
for the Program of Distinction.

would be pan of the Center of
Business and Industry which
MSU has requested be named
one of its Programs of Distinction. Every public university in
the state has requested certain
programi be so named to concentrate funding in specific
areas and cut down on tcdun·
dant programs throughout the
state. The degree programs
will have to be approved by the
Council on Postsecondary Education.
In a Paducah Sun story,
Alexander said the station
would provide opportunities
bOth for current students and
for attracting new ones.
"We have established a new
curriculum for telecommunications degrees .. . that not only
will provide experience for stu·
Please ~~c:c REGENTS/12

Evolution debate packs the house
•Debate: An evolution statement he was only going
debate held on campus to discuss creation from the
standpoint and not
Wednesday night brought scientific
the theological standpoint.
hundreds of spectators Gisb used several slides and
from the community.
graphics to promote his arguBY JENNIFER PIERCE
STA.Ff WRITER

Chi Alpha hosted its "Evolution vs. Creation" debate
Wednesday night. The majority of the 780 people who
attended chose the creationist
debater Duane Gish, vice president of the Institution for
Creation Research in California, as the winner by standing
ovation.
Mark Randall, Chi Alpha
chaplain, clarified the origins
of the debate in his opening
remarks Wednesday night. He
said the idea for the debate
began when Randall decided it
would be interesting to bring a
creation scientist to campus in
order to promote Christian
activities.
Randall contacted Gish who
asked for $300 plus airfare
expenses and accommodations
to speak at Murray State University. Randall said he then
attempted to locate a professor
at the University who would
debate the evolution side.
None of the staff or faculty
from the science department
would agree to the debate at
the offer of $300. Randall
raised his offer to $500 for the
person who would argue evolution, and William Schell,
director of world civilization at
Murray State, agreed.
A coin was tossed at 6:30
p.m. Wednesday to decide who
would present his case f"rrst,
and Gish was the winner.
Each side was allowed 60 minutes to present its case and
two rebuttals.
Gish opened his address
with his credentials and the

ments of how the universe was
created and to dispute evolution.
"I want to emphasize that
this debate is not about anybody's theology," Gish said. "It
is not about my theology, and
it is not about Dr. Schell's the·
ology. What we are going to
debate tonight, as far as 1 am
concerned, is how the universe
came into existence, how life
originated on this planet and
how man came into existence.
We are going to discuss the
genera) creation model. It
states that the universe and
its living things took place by
a
supernatural
creation
process, and GOd was directly
involved in this process."
Gish said the big-bang theo·
ry says everything in the universe was created by an explosion. This explosion created
only hydrogen and helium and
nothing else. This theory says
everything including the
galaxy, and aU types of life
evolved somehow from hydrogen and helium, and this was
impossible.
He disputed the idea
humans evolved from apes by
giving several examples of
allegedly falsified evidence by
evolutionist scientists. He said
in 1912 fossils were found
which had an ape-like jaw, a
human-like skull and manlike teeth. It was determined
this fossil was proof of life
500,000 years old. This was
lou nd to be a hoax in the
1950s. Someone had taken the
different bones, put them
together, chemically treated
them to make them look old
and buried them.
'Gish received a round of

Seth Dixon/ The

N~ws

Duane Glsh, vice president of the Institution for Creation Research In California, gives his side of
the evolution debate on Wednesday. The crowd was mostly sided with Gish and creation.

applause and laughter when
in his closing he said, "Has
anyone ever considered the
idea that maybe lhe apes and
monkeys
evolved
from
humans, and not the other
way around?
"I went down to the San
Diego zoo to talk to the small
apes and I said 'Little fellow,
there are people saying that
you came from humans.' "
Gish said . ' "It could have even
been from a man like me.' Do
you know what the look on his
face was?"
Gish then showed a slide
with a small monkey with his
hair standing strnight up and
a look of unrealistic surprise
on his face.
Schell took his position at
the podium \~ith a mask of n
gorilla on . As he was removing
the mask to speak he said, "I
think I will evolve now, thank

you."

"I will start with stating
that l know I am not the opponent Dr. Gish wanted to face
here tonight. He would have
preferred to debate a biologist,
a geologist or even an evolutionary psychologist, Schell
said. "None of the MSU science faculty would appear
here on the stage with him.
Dr. Gish is thought to be flying under false colors. He may
feel the same way about me by
the time this is over because I
don't intend to argue the car·
toon, atheistic, materialistic,
Darwinistic view of evolution
that he presents in his books
and lectures."
Schell tried to incorporate
creation and evolution without
straying from the stance he
was paid to debate.
''1 believe thnt God created
the universe. but it is not an

either or choice.,"Scbell said.
"You see Gish is presenting
that if God created the universe you can't believe in evolution, and if you believe in
evolution then you can't
believe in God. Well, evolution
could have just been one of
God's tools.''
ScheJI did not leave discus·
sion of the Bible out of his
speech. He made reference to
the books of Genesis and
James on several occasions.
"I don't accept the literal
truth of biblical creation,"
Schell said. "If God created the
universe then wouldn't it be
possible that the rest of the
universe should be like
Earth?"
Schell took the majority of
his argument from other texts.
He quoted ~everal different
Please st.-e DEBATE/12
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Financial planner
instructs six-week
investment course
Murray State is offering a
course, "Understanding
Investments," that will
show citizens how to
invest wisely.
The six-week course will
help people learn how to
capitalize on investments,
protect
retirement
income, IRA's and mutual
funds and invest for safety
income and capital growth.
Betty Boston, a certified
financial planner with the
Murray office of J.J.B.
Hilliard and WB. Lyons,
will be the instructor.
The course will be
Thursday evenings from 7
to 9 p.m., March 19 to
April 23.
The registration fee is
$40 per person or $70 for
married couples taking the
course together. To register call 762-2160 locally or
toll-free 1-800-669-7654.
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Deli, grill meet at 15th and Olive
•Restaurants: Renovations are underway for a
new restaurant located at
the site of the former Wag
Coffeehouse.

new businesses to come into
the community. The Wag Cof·
feehouse, a popular student
hangout, closed in December
due to financial problems.
Shoney's also closed recently.

As Murray continues irowing

The building formerly occupied by The Wag Coffeehouse is
currently undergoing renovation and will soon be the location of a new restaurant which
will be called 15th and Olive.

and producing more businesses
and restaurants, Murray State
students can look forward to
two new restaurants coming to
Murray within the next two
months.

Jeff Yates, co-owner of the
restaurant, said he is planning
an opening date of April 1 at
the latest, depending on the
progress of the building's reno·
vation.

The closing of two restaurants in Murray last semester
has opened opportunities for

"'We're getting ready to
remodel the inside and out·
side," Yates said. ''We will have

Bv jASON KEMP
'S TAff WRITER

a deck outside that will be more
of a lo;uropean-style cafe with
seating for two."
Yates, who is the restaurant's
co-owner along with his sister
Lisa. a former Murray State
student, said the restaurant
will include two parts. One part
will be a New York-style delicatessen with sandwiches.
Another part of the restaurant
will be called "the grill" and
will include prepared food like
steaks and filet mignon. Yates
said all the food will be made at
the restaurant, giving it a
homemade taste.

"What we're trying to do is ser·
vice lhe people of the community here in Murray, as well as
the students who are in this
area after events like concerts
or games. We want to work in
conjunction with the University and Lhe theate~ here."
Yates, who managed a resort
in his hometown of Hilton
Head, S.C. for six years, said he
is looking forward to opening
the restaurant.

'"We couldn't decide on one
name for two concepts," Yates
said. "We just liked the location
and figured it would make it
"I noticed after events like , easier for prospective cusbasketball and concerts there is tomers to find because of the
a lot of traffic around this area fact the name is the location."
of 15th and Olive," Yates said.
ln another business transac-

Murray State's family and
consumer studies department .will present a spring
fashion show. The fashion
promotion class will host
the show, which will take
place March 2 at 8 p.m. in
the Freed Curd Auditorium.
: Area merchants will
participate in the show,
and it is open to all students and residents.
A donation of $ I is
requested and will go
toward fashion scholarships.
•

Honor Society
lh osts internship
workshop
The Pi Sigma Alpha
Honor Society will be
hosting an internship
workshop in the Barkley
Room of the Curris Center on March 3 and 5 at
12:30 p.m.
Feature speakers are
Ross Malone, director of
MSU career services, and
Dennis Courtney of the
l~cal law firm Gregory,
Easley and Courtney.
Opportunites to learn
about internships in the
law field will be available.

Briefs compiled by
Lori Burling, Stoff Writer

"Basically, we're redoing the
canopy and replacing the old
colors with new colors and new
decorations," Morris said. "The
building is in good condition, so
there are no major renovations
to be made."
.Morris said Broady's is projected to open in Murray by
mid-March.

•Enrollment: Increased
retention, higher standards for freshmen and
more applicants are keep·
ing enrollment numbers
high.
BY DONALD LAWSON
Sr.a.FF

.

Retailers support
spring fashion show

Terry Morris, who will be
manager of the Broady's in
Murray, said the building is
currently going through renovations.

Figures
up for
fall

Enrollment limited
in computer course
Murray State Is offering a
computer course, "Keep
on
Computing."
The
course will include formatting disks. creating and
deleting files, DOS and
Windows, word processing, spreadsheets and linking programs together.
·The course is offered
March 23 to March 30 and
May 4 to May I I. All classes are on Monday evenings
and will meet from 6 to 8
p.m. The course fee is $60.
Enrollment is limited to
the first 14 people registered. To get more information or to enroll call
762-3662 locally or 1-800669-7654 outside of Calloway County.

tion, the building formerly
occupied by Shoney's will soon
become Broady's, a new family ·
restaurant chain that will
expand to Paducah also.

Selh Dixon/The News
Brooks Barton works to set sprinkler heads on the 13th hole of Miller Golf Course. The new system Is being Installed to replace the
out dated system and to Improve course conditions.

Miller Golf Course replaces
system ·to enhance greens
•Renovations: New golf carts and a
new irrigation· system have been
added to the local Miller Memorial
Golf Course to be ready · for the
spring.
BY )AKE BURGESS
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

This week's unseasonable weather has left
many students wanting to be outside, enjoying
the temperature while it is still here. Many students erijoyed the nice weather by playing a

caused some problems.
Miller Memorial Gillf Course is adding a new

give the course better grass with the increased

sprinkler system during the Y.inter season to be
ready for the spring und summer season.
Billy Wagoner, Miller Memorial Golf Course
manager, said the work began in January and
is scheduled to end by the middle of April.

The Miller course has also bought new golf

"Replacing the irrigation system is some·
thing lhat is done every 15 to 20 years," Wagoner said.
The new irrigation system would offer better
turf than the course offers now. Turf is the part

round of golf at one of the many golf courses in

of the course that is also called the roJJ-gh,
which is located on both sides of the fairway .

the area. For one course, repairs being made

The new system is computerized and will

water

m~age,

Wagoner said.

carts to replace older ones.
Wagoner said buying new golf carts is a purchase a golf course make!; every three to four
years. The new carts include the addition of
windshields for when it rains.
Wagoner said he had not heard any com·
plaints from golfers about all of the holes having trenches dug around the fairways. He also
said with new carts and the new irrigation system, the green fees will not increase for this
year.

Sororities prepare to shovel
There are two buildings
Murray State Foundation and the importance of the Greek
a sorority adviser have been community to our University being constructed to accommoinvited to speak at the ceremo- and the surrounding area," date four sororities. There is
ny. The presidents of the four Don Robertson, vice president always room for more buildings
sororities moving into the of student affairs, said.
if anyone else should decide
Although the ground·break- they want this type of setup,
buildings have also been invited to turn the first sbovel of ing ceremony is being held next
,Jeanie Morgan, Alpha Gamma
dirt on the site. In addition to week, construction is not due to
Delta ndviser, said.
these individuals, several start until early April. The
BY jENNIFER PIERCE
members of the Board of plans are currently being finalThe cost for building the new
STAff WRITER
Regents are being asked to ized and a bid will b~ out next facilities will be determined
attend the ceremo·ny.
week, Dewey Yeatts, director of when the bids are taken . Alpha
A ground-breaking ceremony
The itinerary will include facilities management, said.
Delta Pi, Alpha Omicron Pi,
for the new sorority meeting opening remarks, the shovel
"It is not unusual to have a Alpha Sigma Alpha and Alpha
rooms will be held on March 4 ceremony and a showing of the ground-breaking
ceremony
at 4 p.m. behind the Alpha Tau architectural plans for the months before the beginning Gamma Delta arc the four
sororities who agreed to the
Omega fraternity house off buildings.
construction date," Yentts said.
new meeting rooms, and they
Poplar Street.
"There will not be any in- "ldca11y it would work out to
President Kern Alexander, depth speech, but there will be where they correspond, but will each make a monthly paythe chairman. of the Board of brief remarks as to the signifi· very seldom does thal ever hap· ment to reimburse the University.
Regents, the director of the cance of the new buildings, and pen."

•Sororities: The four
sororities awaiting the construction of new meeting
rooms will help dedicate
the site with a groundbreaking ceremony.

WRtnR

As the spring semester reaches the halfway inark, it is time
to start looking toward next fairs incoming freehman clus. As
far as the numbers go, enrollment continues to climb.
As of Feb. 15, the number of
freshmen admitted to Murray
State for the fall1998 semester
was 1,458. This is up 2 percent
from the fall 1997 semester and
up 5 percent from fall 1996.
Paul Radke, director of school
relations, said Murray State is
taking
a
sophisticated
approach to recruiting students. But aside from recruiting students, keeping students
is also an important matter.
Radke said the implementation of the residential college
system is a big reason for
increased student retention.
"It doesn't have a big)mpact
(in recruiting) yet because not
everyone understands it,"
Radke said. "Once students
understand the system they
are pleased. This makes anoth·
er factor to aLtcnd."
Radke said the retention rate
is up 8 percent from 1996.
Other factors Radke feels
play a part in the increased
retention include increased ori·
entation activities such as
Great Beginnings and Fal1 Ori·
entation and the general quality of the academic community.
A new factor that will affect
the retention rate is the new
policy on academic suspension.
In the past, a freshman had
two semesters before being
placed on academic suspension.
The new policy states a student
,c lassified as a new freshman
will be placed on academic sus·
pension at the end of his/her
first semester if no GPA is
achieved.
This plan was implemented
for the fall 1997 semester. Paul
Naberezny, coordinator of the
first year experience program,
said this has been looked at for
the past three years and he
feels it was a necessary step.
"The rationale behind this is
based on non-attendance and
non-participation," Naberezny
said. "It is not responsible to
allow a student to continue
after the firt>t semester (with no
GPA.)"

r-~~--------~~ ----- --------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------~~
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·Canada program gains teacher
•Faculty: The CCSA universities in Alabama, Idaho,
sponsored
Canadian Kentucky, Mississippi, Oregon,
Pennsylvania and Tennessee
study
program
will which offer this study abroad
include a Murray State program along with intern·
faculty member.
ships.
The Canadian theatre pro·
gram and a business course
BY KRISTA ZURKAMER
will be offered this summer
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
from May 25 to ,June 7. The
The Cooperative Center for program will be based out of
Study Abroad has selected Toronto, Stratford and NiaMark Malinauskas, director of gara-on-the-Lake. An optional
the honors program, to be part trip to Quebec is offered.
of the 1998 Canadian theatre
The Canadian theatre proprogram this summer.
gram will study a selection of
Northern Kentucky Universi · Shakespearean and Shavian
ty is the headquarters for the work. Malinauskas will teach
CCSA progrpm, where study "Canadian Theatre in Producabroad programs to Australia, tion" for the theatre course,
Canada, England, Ireland, worth three hours of college
New Zealand and Scotland are credit for students.
planned and arranged.
'"Canadian Theatre in Production'
is studying the manner
The CCSA program consists
and
fashion
of Canadian
of 23 American colleges and

scripts, films and theatre,"
Malinauskas said.
'rhe cost of the 1998 Canada
summer program is $1,495,
including round-trip transportation, double occupancy
accommodations, daily breakfasts, three theatrical productions and several excursions.
The first payment. of $1,000
covers tranaportation fees and
the cost of Canadian accommo9ations and is due prior to Feb.
27. The final installment of
$395 is to be paid by March 27.
Some of the advantages of
the Canadian program include
visits to the Toronto Needle,
the Museum of Ontario,
Ottawa,
Niagara
Falls,
restored vaudeville-era theatres Shaw Festival, and the
option of backstage tours.
"The vaudeville-era theatre
was built in the 1910 to 1920s.

It is the only theatre in the
world that has one on top of the
other," Malinauskas said.
"Shaw Festival is the restaging of George Bernard Shaw's
work as well as Christopher
Fry and Arthur Doyle."
Along with traveling to the
significant theatrical locations,
students will be required to
talk about plays, write reviews
on the plays visited and keep a
daily journal of their stay.
The application for the program must be turned in by Feb.
27 with a $100 deposit.
For additional information
contact Malinauskas at 7623167.
Any student8 interested in
other programs available by
the Cooperative Center for
Study Abroad can call 1-800329-6015 or view the website at
http://www.nku.edu/ccsa.

PoliceBeal
Feb. 18, 1998
8:58 p.m. A citaiion was Issued to Poppy S. Hogsed for disregarding a
stop sign and having no insurance or auto registration receipt.
9:35 p.m. Rony Ghattas was arrested for speeding and having no operator's license. He was lodged in the Calloway County Detention Center.
10:22 p.m. Franklin College reported a heater that was smoking. There
was no fire and the heater was turned off.
Feb. 19, 1998
6:27 p.m. There was a fire alarm in Regents College due to a smoke

detector pulled from the fourth floor ceiling.

Feb.20, 1998
10:33 a.m. Jeff Verges reported vandalism to his vehicle.

10:58 a.m. There was an auto accident behind Blackburn Science Build·
ing. No injuries were reported.
3:48 p.m. A citation was issued to Sherri G. Oliver for an expired license
plate. She had no registration and no insurance.
Feb.21, 1998
2:04 a.m. A citation was issued to Ray L. Stone for DUI and disregarding a stop sign. He was lodged in the Calloway County Detention Center.
10:16 p.m. Edwin Reichmuth was arrested for criminal trespassing. He
was lodged in the Calloway County Detention Center.
Feb.23, 1998
10:12 a.m. Carr Health reported the theft of its telephone in the equipment room.
Fab.24, 1998
6:07 p.m. A noise complaint was reported by Hart College of loud music.

Don't
lor
The
are

Forget: A pplications
editor positions at
Murray S tate Ne~s
due Friday, Mar. 6.

ongra u attons

Racer Escorts - 17

Motorist Assists - 12

Information for Police Beat gathered and compiled by Christine Hall,
assistant news editor, from materials available to the Public Safety office.

Visit us online!
•
Visit us on the World Wide Web at

Murray state
Racers
ovc Champions

http://www.thenews.org
Produced by The .~\--!array State News in cooperation
with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!
To subscribe to LDDNet call 1-800-455-1608.

Good Luck In The Tournament This
Weekend!

..

Live It Up.>>

The Be.Yt Pizza in Town Honest!

f2.-LunCh-BuffeCS$-ji'f -2-Dlnner Buffets i
99

All-you-can - eat and I
8
I
.
k
I
I
d r1n .
IAll -you-can-eat andl
Pizza, Pasta, salad.l
Dr:fnk .
I
& desert.
:
Pizza, Pasta,
1 Salad, & Desert. 1

l

Not Va1 1d wft h any other

offer.
Exp. 3-19·98

753·6656

Frame House
on 20Acres

498 Pleasant Hill Drive
(in Almo, turn at Hudson's Body Shop)
TERMS: 20%down auction day in cash or good check,
balance In 30 days for guaranteed good title.
10% Buyer's Premium. Taxes prorated.

!AUCTIONEER
Don Erler
Rf~Jl(®

mask.hair.a now available

t?7h~ ~s#S!eflhab 0l[f// ~a/

Exp . 3-19· 98

L-------------------------~

804 Chestnut

Add some life to your hair. And some color to your life. With
Avcda Color Conditioners. Created to rev up your hair color
and keep it looking fresh between color treatments. Adds
conditioning and manageability. Seven sensational shades of
pure flower and plant conditioning. Vibrance and shine-right
down to your roots.

1 Not valid w1th any other 1
I
offer .
1
•

-~ - ~··-"'~--~--··

301 N. 12th St.
767-0760
e-mail: essentialspa@mursuky.campus.mci.net

I

I

BROKER

Commercial Brokers
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What do You think

about President Clinton's current situation?
Name: Larissa
Shoemaker
Major: Public
Relations
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Anna, Ill.
"I think people
should leave him alone. It's his
private business!'

The Mun-ay State News
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Education
stretches
b·eyond
curriculum
Our~rieto

Issue:
Name: Jason
Ward
Major: History
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Benton
ult's his own
business. I don't
think it affects his decisions.
It's between 'him and his wife,
not the American public."

Name: Amy
Worthen
Major: Undeclared
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Granite City, Ill.
11
1 think people
should ~tay out
of his personal life."

Nam~:

Terry
Stewart Ill
Major: Political
Science
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Madisonville
.. Personal characteristics play a big part in
decision making. How can he
seem credible in passing laws?"

.

Name: Charles
Buntyn
Major: Education
Year: Senior
Hometown:
Hickman
"I think his private life is his
business and doesn't affect
how good of a job he does as
president."
Beth Br,1dley/The News

NEWS

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
e-mail: thenewaOmurraystate.edu
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Jake Burgess
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Jennifer Sacharnoskl
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Denise Higgins
Viewpoint Ed1tor
Sarah Wight
College Lite Ed1tor
Greg Stark
Sports Ed1tor
Seth Dixon
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Advertising Manager
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The Murray State News is prepared and
edited by students under the advisership of
Joe Hedges. Opinions expressed are those
of the editors and other signed writers.
These op•nions do not necessanly represent
the v1ew of journalism faculty or the UniverSity. This is an official publication of Murray
State Untversity.

Chi Alpha hosted a debate on evolution Wednesday night.

Position:
The students at Murray State are lucky to attend a
university where they are able to host a wide variety of forums.
Murray State students are fortunate. We attend a
university where we h.ave a right to discuss many different things.
This institution is located in a conservative area
where some subjects are taboo. But these surroundings do not keep our University from furthering our
education outside of the classroom.
College is a growing experience. While attending a
a university, students expand their horizons. They
step out of their paradigm. This Is why students value
these forums. It gives them a chance to express
themselves.
Our parents had the '60s. They burned bras and
held march~s to protest the Vietnam War. Our
grandparents' had the swinging '20s. Hairstyles were
shortening, more skin was showing. They rebelled
very visibly.
We, on the other hand, are not rebelling. We are
expanding our knowledge. 't.h't Is what college is ~
about. Students learn things they never tho~t possible. They discover things they never knew existed.
Students are not the only ones who get involved in
these arousing debates. The Murray community
members are also very active In our education. Students are very lucky to receive this well-rounded
education .
Many other universities are close-minded. They
cannot discuss sensitive issues such as abortion and
evolution. In that learning environment, their student
population just cannot get the quality education we
do.
Thank you, Murray State and the city of Murray for
supporting us in our educational pursuits. Take pride
in knowing you are a part of the well-rounded education students are receiving at your institution.

Hussein's advancements
call for immediate action
I think America needs a wake-up call.
Last time I checked we were the the most powerful nation in the world. 1 think we should stop
tip-toeing around in the Middle East and get
something done.
Yes, this statement is bold, but let's look at the
facts. We are once again guilty of repeating history. Seven years ago America had troops in

My View

Salldi Anbia. We were bombing Iraq and mowing them the United Nations cannot be taken
advantage of.
Where did it get us? Nowhere. In 1998, the
world once again looks to the Middle :East as the
next war zone.
I consider myself a pacifist. I like to work
things out peacefully, without even a threat of
violence. I owe my peaceful nature to my parents.
But the time has come to get a grip on reality.
Blow up the entire country.
The United Nations has the power. Now is the
time to use it and put Saddam in his place once
and for all. If we don't, we have backed down in
threa.tening times. We compromise the powerful
image we portray.
Hey, America joined the war in Vietnam when
it was none of our business. And now that our oil
supply is jeopardized, we have every right to
jump into the middle and resolve things.

We should have finished the job the first time

around. Waiting has only hurt matters. Rumors
are flying about chemical warheads Saddam
Hussein has hidden. He thinks he is prepared to
Beal with us. Let him think that. More power to
him.
Last time around it was bombing raids. This
time let's pull a Hiroshima on them. The Japanese didn't know what was hitting them and neither will they. Their playtime is over.
If we, as America and the UN, back down,
other countries will begin to question our character. In order to keep world peace, this simply cannot happen.
Say good-bye, Saddam.

Denise Higgins is the Viewpoint Editor for The
Murray State News.

YourVielus
University history sheds
light on Wells statue
To the Editor:
Having been asked on several occasions to comment on the question of
the diploma held in Rainey Wells'
hand, may I attempt to shed a little
historical light on the subject of the
statue?
•
When the school opened in 1923, its
official name was Murray State Normal School. In 1926, the General
Assembly renamed it Murray State
Normal School and 'reachers College,
and in 1930 it was changed again to
Murray State Teachers College. Thus.
when Forrest Pogue received his
degree in 1931, Murray State Teachers College was the official name of
the institution.
During that era, diplomas were considerably larger than those awarded
today. In fact, Pogue's diploma measured roughly 16 5/8 inches by 13 5/8
inches. Diplomas were handed to
graduates in a rolled, scroll-like format tied with a small bit of ribbon. We
have a splendid photograph of Wells
presenting his son, Sturn, with just
such a diploma.
We have Pogue's original diploma
and, in addition to the signature of
Wells. we also find those of Ora Mason
and W.C. Bell, both of whom were
board members at that time.
The medallion hanging around
Well's neck was developed severa l
decades later specifically for .the inau-

guration of Harry Sparks as University president.
I trust this infonnation will help
clear up some of the questions surrounding the truly marvelous bronze
statue which stands in the Quad.
Ernie Bailey
Archivist for Pogue Library

Safe sex can exist between
committed partners
To the Editor:
It was with some interest when I
read the article "Country celebrates
condom week" in The Murmy State
News. I was curious to see what the
Murray State student newspaper's
understanding of tpe subject was. The
article sub-head, "National Condom
Awareness is· being celebrated this
week to promote safe sex in America,"
did not give me much hope that the
critical thinking skills of Murray State
students were going to be much above
average. However, I was very pleased
to note that Judy Lyle quickly noted
condom use did not represent safe sex
but condoms were only a means of
achieving safer sex. The fact the paper
chose to feature this fact in the article
quickly cheered me. A bit more coverage on the failure rates of condoms to
prevent pregnancy and passage of
sperm might have been appropriate. It
might also have been noted that if a
condom frequently fails as a barrier to
.sperm they are probably less effective

at stopping bacteria and viruses that
are up to 500 times smaller than a
sperm cell. But hey, if students read
the entire article, condoms were not
too misleadingly peddled as safe sex.
The main purpose of this is not,
however, to take issue with Judy
Lyle's contention there is not such
thing as safe sex. I acknowledge that
getting out of bed and breathing are
not totally safe, and that pregnancy is
not without significant risk, albeit
necessary for procreation.
I feel it is important students be
aware there really is such a thing as
safe sex. Safe sex is available in a lifelong, monogamous relationship. This
is entirely true when related to conccms about sexually-transmitted discases. Life-long, reciprocal monogamy
is not an impossible dream. It comes
with tons of benefits and peace of
mind besides disease protection. Let
me simply note and recommend truly
safe sex. I hope everyone has many
great Valentine's Days.
Steve White
Assistant professor of biological sciences

Higher education stressed
through House bill
To the Editor:
There has been much talk during
the General Assembly about the need
to increase access to higher education,
including a plan that would provide

scholarships to students with good
grades regardless of their financial
need. Rep. Tom Burch has recently
introduced House Bill 434, co-sponsored by Rep. Greg Stumbo and others, which would open the doors to
higher education for those Kentuckians who need it most - low-income
parents who are struggling to meet
the demands of school, work and raising a family.
New federal welfare laws are forcing
many parents out of education and
training and into low·wage, dead-end
jobs that cannot support a family. Yet
study after study shows education
helps families leave welfare, increase
their earnings and escape poverty.
One survey indicated workers with a
bachelor's degree earned 89 percent
more than those with only a high
school diploma.
House Bill 434 supports parents
who are eligible for public assistance
and want to engage in full-time postsecondary educati<>n or training. It is
an important step in assuring Kentucky has the well·educated, highlyskilled work force we need as we enter
the next century.
Please urge your representatives tO
support this legislation. Leave them a
message by calling toll free (800) 3727181. If you would like more information, contact Kentuckians for the
Commonwealth at (606J 878-2161.
Mimi Pickering
Whitesburg
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Literature for women by women
Most women, I suspect, have a top
10 list of favorite books. ones cherIn My
ished for the pleasure gained from
()j)inio n
their reading and re-reading. Surrendering to the narrating voice of a
favorite novel, we allow this voice to
SARAH AGUIAR
guide us into lives that are not our
own, but lives that we can "borrow" for
a few hours or days. In an experience
unlike any other, we can "try on" other
identities; we can be another pcrs'on, if a fUmed production removes much of
only for a brief time. Because we the creative direction from the passive
transfer the printed word directly into viewer. Thus, our top 10 lists generala voice that sounds within our own ly contain the books which have gifted
consciousness, we maintain an inti- us with our most memorable "other"
selves.
mate connection to the written story.
As a child, my favorites included
This experience differs from watching a film or a television program in "The Secret Garden," Nancy Drew
that the reader is an active partici- mysteries and "A Wrinkle in Time." As
pant in envisioning the story, whereas I shared in the lives of ~tary, Nancy

and Meg, I became as creative, rebellious, ingenious, cranky and independent as my heroines. I don't think it
was an accident, or even the result of
gendered social conditioning that I
chose Frances Hodges Burnett, Carolyn Keene and Madeline L'Engle as
my favorite authors. These women
authors created other females who
were somehow complete, full of dis·
tinction and reality for me to "try on."
In contrast, Becky in Mark Twain's
"Tom Sawyer," was a paper doll.
Male authors, while giving me interesting and important ideas to ponder,
never quite allowed me the means to
stride through the pages as part of the
text. I discovered Hawthorne's Hester
Prynne was a symbol, no more human
than the embroidered "A" on her

breast. The Daisys and Janes a nd
Elizabeths and Catherines of this fiction tended to dwell within the pages
and not within my imagination. Few,
if any, of these women lived beyond
the story; few escaped death or. its
symbolic sister, the "happily ever
after." The prize at the end of Cinderella was always the man, Prince
ChafiD;ing, who is, curiously enough,
suffering from some sort of blindness
(What was Prince Channing looking
at, if he couldn't even recognize the
face of the woman he has embark~d
upon a sacred foot quest to find?)
It is within fiction written by women
that the ftmale reader finds her freedom from the constraints-of-reality
alter egos. She lives a whole lifetime
as Alice Walker's inspirational Miss
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Sarah Appleton Aguiar JS art assistant
professor uz the English dcparlmerzt.

Bad checks,
illegal a tion

R~L ~F~r~ t~s) lNN) U5rtTuuf\.t.
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Celie, empo\\i<>rcd by a journey of selfdiscovery; she vicarious ly plots a nd
schemes n glonously wicked revenge
ns Rulh in Fay Weldon's "The Lives
an d Loves of a She-Devil." She
flounces past tho arrogant Rhett Butler and scratches ghostly fingers
against H£>athclifi's window at night.
For women, Lhe textual "permission''
offered to us to cscapl' fr'om the often
rigid confin~J of role responsibility
provides us with a necessary respite
from routme. Yet, even more importantly, the heroint-s we "try on;" the
ones who help us like the way we feel
inside thC'ir skms, tnay in fact, become
a significnnt pnrt of our selves.
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In My ()/)illiOJZ
AMY PONDER

of our professors.
The University should be aware of what
happens at our school, but when I talked to
Tab Brockman, the assistant athletic
director, he told me nothing was being
done by the school about the situation. He
also said if any of the participants believed
they would be shooting from halfcourt,
then it was simply due to miscommunication. He insisted it was never announced
publicly during the game where the shot
would be taken from.
I cannot tell you who to believe, but personally, I am on the side of the participants. Three people all gave me the exact
same story. While I hope this was all just a
big misunderstanding, the whole situation
has been handled poorly by the University.
I believe if the contestants were told they
were entering a contest where they would
shoot from halfcourt, they should have
been allowed to shoot from halfcourt.
If GTE was not prepared to lose the
$10,000, they should never have sponsored
the contest in the first place.
I hope in the future these events will be
better managed and supervised by the
University. In the meantime, I plan to get
everything in writing.

On Feb. 10 two checks were forged in my na me a mounting
to more than $1,000.
To the self-indulgent tiCUm who forged my checks. Don't
worry, rm not writing to lecture you in honesty, ethics or
respect for others. That would definitely be a waste of my time.
You assume the world owes you something and you nre
right.
However, you arc not owed the tlung:,; you purchased with
my money.
I was thinking more along the hnes of the two- to 10-year
prison term which punishes forgery in the first degree, a Class
C felony. Lucky for you, you m1ght bC! able to use the bras a nd
panties you bought with my check in pnson. At least you will
get some use out of one of your purchases.
fn ease the dim light in your head hasn't come on yet, let me
help you understand the charges that face you Forgery in t he
first degree punishes an individual who intends to defraud,
deceive or injure a nother and falsely completes or alters a
written instrument which is part of an l.Ssuc of money.
This crime is classified as a Class C fdony bol!ause it impairs
public trust and confidem:c in govel'rtrnental and corporate
financial issues. :Fur thermore, the crime makes it. difficult for
the average citizen to protect his financtnl transactions.
These thoughts, expressed in the Kentutky Ret bred Statutes,
take on a slightly unique twist when applied to Murrny.
Let me explain.
As I have visited other universitie , looking for u place to
study law after graduation in May, I have analyzed I he safety
of different locations. This bas mndc me npprcciol:c \Vhat a
safe institution Murray State is for the most part.
Public trust and confidence are fostered in this arena. The
thought of someone stealing from or intentionally impairing
another seems foreign.
Reality slaps coldly in the face when we are confronted with
i{\justices by those who don't quite fit in our secunty picture.
· I was certainly shocked when I saw the pitiful excuse fo r my
signature on the forged checks. My trust and confidence in corporate financial issues did waiver ns I realized these checks
were accepted both by local merchants and my bank.
At the same Lime, my confioencc m the ~turray community
reaffirms my belief tha t the persons who committ.ed th is crime
are merely a weak link in a strong community.
These individuals will be caught. They can rest assured of
that. But their stupid, thoughtless scandals arc not capable of
ruining the security enjoyed in this area.

Tara Shelby is a contributing writer for
The Murray State News.

Amy Ponder is the chief copy edrtor for The Murray State
News.

Unfair contest upsets some
GTE Mobil net was supposed to sponsor a
halftime shootout contest for $10,000. The
My Opinion
contest seemed simple enough. Two names
were drawn at each home basketball game
TARA SHELBY
this season and these two pt-oplc attempted to make a layup, a free throw and a
three-point shot. If they succeeded, they
were invited to come back Feb. 19 to try a
halfcourt shot for a $10,000 prize.
If you were at the Feb. 19 game then you
probably think 1 made a mistake in this
story. I said the players were told they the halfcourt line. What could they say? It
would have to make a halfcourt shot, but was too late for them to do anything.
what you saw them take was a three-quarSo, do you see my point? GTE got in a ton
ter court shot. Well , there is no mistake. of puhlicity at every single home game. I
GTE 'told contestants the contest would would bet most people residing in Murray
take place at halfcourt.
have now heard of GTE Mobilnet. You
Put yourself in the contestants' place. would think for all this GTE could at lenst
Some of them had known they would be in keep its word and sponsor a fair contest.
the contest since the beginning of the seaSome of the contestants were called a
son. They were probably practicing their couple of days in advance and told of the
halfcourt shots for weeks a nd told all their changes. Other participants weren't so
friends to come to the game to watch the lucky. Of three I talked to, only two were
contest. They may have worn tht· GTE T- called about the change.
shirt they received for qualify;ng for the
"I was under the impression it was a
contest. Then, as halftime approached, halfcourt shot," Ted Brown, associate proGTE gave them a little surprise. I guess fessor of English, said.
they decided to make the contest a little
I am disappointed about the lack of
more challenging.
acUon on the part of the University. GTE
The eight male contestants were told to was advertising in our gym. These particishoot from the three-point line on the pnnts weren't just people off the street.
opposite side of the court instead of from They were our students, fims and even one

In

Call waiting more beneficial to students on campus
Have you experienced the
frustrating feeling of expecting
a phone call and having everyone but that pers on call?
You know how it is. The
phone rings and you jump for
it, nearly falling and breaking
your neck. Then the call is for
your roommate, wrong number
or a long-lost friend who ~ants
to "catch up" for about three
and a half hours.
This is frustrating to me, but
I thi.'lk I have figured out a

In My
C)pinio iJ
TAMMY
ADAMS

t>olution. The University should
replace three-way calling with
call waiting.
I believe call waiting would

be extremely advantageous w
tltose who live or spend much of
their time on campus. There
are many advantages to call
waiting and very few for threeway calling.
Call waiting would be convenient for the following situations: during emergencies,
while waiting on an important
phone call and when trying to
get off the phone with someone
you don't like.
It is also convenient when the

person you have been dating my room while I'm ordering n
tells you, "Yeah, baby. I really pizza and this occurs.)
did try calling you last night,
Even worse, when I have not
but your phone was busy."
received a phone call fo r three
With call waiting, you will days, I know it is because my
always know when the person roommate has been on th e
is telling the truth. 1 have been phone for days at a Lime.
extremely frustrated with the
r do not see how three-way
campus phone system.
calling will help me in a ny of
It is bad enough when I try the mentioned situa tions. The
making an off-campus phone only benefits of three-way callcall, I usually get the fast busy ing would be listening to or
signal. (lf people want to see joining a three-way conversamy dark side, they should be in tion or putting Dial-A-Menu on

unsuspc<:ting s oul 's
answering machine at 3 a.m.
on OJlP of those nights of partying
As you can see, the advantages of call waiting really do
outW<'Igh those of th rec· way
calling. If the University would
make just a stmple conversion.
it would make our lives just a
little C!osier and less stressful.
some

Tammv Adams u; a Junior from
Morgan field.
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Volunteer center
needs people
Several volunteer organizations are looking for
help throughout spring.
The Family Resource
Center needs individuals
willing to read to children
March 2. Shared Care, an
·adult day care center,
needs help Mondays and
Fridays all day, and on
Tuesday and Thursday
afternoons.
Calloway County Middle
School needs volunteers
-to present a puppet play
every Wednesday at 3 p.m.
Also, in April, the middle
school will need help during KERA testing. The
Senior Citizen Center
needs people to help with
•their
meals-on-wheels
.program on Mondays and
Fridays from 9 a.m. to
noon. Tl-te 4-H Council
needs volunteers to help
wfth speeches and demonstrations and to coach its
~orse and livestock judging
team.
For more information ·
contact Jennifer Crisp of
the Campus Connection
Volunteer Center at 7626117.

..

· ~tafford Loan exit
interviews coming
soon
March 3 to March 5,
Stafford Loan exit interv'iews will be in the Curris
Center Rocking Chair
Lounge from I0 a.m. to 2
p.m. on Tuesday and
Wednesday and from I 0
a.m. to 4 p.m. Thursday.
: For more information
call 762-2691.

American Q uarter
Horse competit ion t o
return to Murray Stat e
The American Quarter
Horse Association competition will return to the
Western Kentucky Exposition Center on Murray
State's campus 'March 6 to
March 8.
The weekend show
opens at 7 p.m. on Friday
with an estimated 200
competitors in 75 different
categories. The show will
resume at 8 a.m. on Saturday and again at 8 a.m. on
.sunday.
• For more information
'
,contact
Dale Fowler at
;965-2953 or the Expo
.Center at 762-3125.

:students from honors
:program t o go t o
:Georgia

Members of
.:' theFourteen
Murray State Universi. ty Honors Program have
been invited to give presentations at the upcoming
meetings of the 26th
Annual Southern Regional
Honors Council. The students will appear on six
different panels at the conference which will be in
Savannah, Ga., and the
, theme this year is "Honors
: as Opportunity."

Brandi
by
Williams, Assistant College

Compiled

Life Editor

•
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Organizations prOmote literacy
In preparation for the celebration, the organizations have
COllEGE LIFE EDITOR
been recruiting volunteers to
It is the 40th birthday of the join them at the pajama party
legacy of Dr. Seuss M~nday but for elementary and preschool
members of Sigma Sigma students on Monday at the CalSigma sorority and Sigma Phi loway County Public Library.
Epsilon fraternity are trying to Volunteers will begin reading
make sure the party and pre- stories at 6 p.m., 6:30p.m. and
sents will be for the children in 7p.m.
In addition, they have been
Calloway County.
The organizations have busy collecting books from drop
joined Calloway County Family sites on campus and in the comResource Center and Murray munity for children in CalFamily/Youth Resource Center loway County. The books colin the "Read Across America lected will be given to children
Breakfast to Bedtime." a com- at a Green Eggs and Ham
munitywide celebration of Dr. Birthday Breakfast presented
Seuss. The celebration is by City and County Food Ser·
designed to emphasize the vice Programs at all the eleimportance of reading to young mentary and preschools in the
county on March 2.
children.
BY SARAH WIGHT

The goal for the collection is
to be able to give a book to eaqh
child in kindergarten through
fourth grade, which would
require 1,025 books.
Sigma Phi Epsilon got
involved in the birthday celebration as a way to pay tribute
to one of its alumni as well as
help the community.
"We thought this would be a
good outlet for the campus to
give back to the community,
Conda Whitaker, said vice
president of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
"This is something new for
us, but we def'mitely want to
make this a tradition.We just
never had the outlet with t,he
community before to be able to
put on something like this."

To try to increase awareness
and success of the collection on
campus, the fraternity joined
forces with Sigma Sigma
Sigma, who was . already
involved in the celebration.

Family Resource Center secretary, said donations and volunteers are still welcome.

Anyone interested in helping
Sigma Sigma Sigma and Sigma
Phi Epl)ilon support "Read
"We wanted to promote liter- Across America" can donate
acy in the county," Meg Foust, new or used books at drop
centennial chairperson for. boxes in the community or
Sigma Sigma Sigma, said. "It's Sparks
Hall,
Waterfield
our centennial and we're Library, Winslow Cafeteria and
already reading and promoting
the Curris Center on campus
literacy in daycares as part of
today or sign up at the Sigma
our "Sigma Serves Children"
Phi Epsilon house or the county
effort. We thought this would
library to volunteer to read on
be another way to support our
Monday. Tax deductible donaresponsibility of service and
tions for new books can also be
duty to help children."
made to the Angel Fund and
Though the celebration is delivered to the Family
nearing its book goal, Tammy Resource Center at 1169 Pot..
Thompson, Calloway County tertown Road .

.

New apartme.n ts
increase options
BY REKA ASHLEY
STAFF WRITER

As college students reach
their junior and senior years,
many find they are not into the
dorm scene anymore.
Meeting people of the opposite sex unexpectedly in the
bathrooms in the morning is
not quite as exciting as it used
to be. It is moments like this
that make many students wish
for the privacy of off-campus
housing.
However, students often
learn quickly finding available
apartments in Murray can be a
tedious task.
In response to this growing
demand for off-campus housing, a number of new apartment buildings are being constructed.
Butch Seargent, the director
of planning and engineering for
the city of Murray, said there
are currently 76 multi-family
units with an estimated 18
apartment buildings under
development in Murray. An
additional 100 units are
expected to be constructed in
the near future.
"Each year we expect that
the amount of apartments
being built will decline," he
said. "And each year we are

surprised to see a demand for
more."
Seargent said at one time an
estimated 50 percent of the
buildings in Murray were
rental units.
Sam Underwood, one of the
1arger apartment builders in
Murray and owner of Underwood Apartments, said he
decided to build four new
apartment buildings because
they ar~ a good investment.
"I was aware there was an
increase in the number of students attending Murray as
well as an increase in the Murray community that needed
apartments," he said. "Also, I
think the apartments are a
good investment due to the
growing number of people
needing a college education in
the job market."
Underwood said the new
apartments he is constructing
include two bedrooms and run
about $500 a month in rent. He
is marketing them for college
students.
"College students generally
make very good tenants," he
said. •Most of the renters come
from families who have taught
them to take care of things and
they usually pay the rent on
time."

Photos by Danny Vowell

·for
a reason

-------....1

(Top) T omm y William s, freshman form Louisville, Jessica
Miller, sopho m ore from P aducah, and Kari Foster, freshman from Duquoin, Ill., take t heir turn' o n r owing machines
for t he Row-A-T hon sponsored by Murray State Crew
W ednesday afternoon outside of t he Curris Center. (Left)
W illiams grimaces while rowing. Proceeds from t he Row·AT ho n benefit t he Main Str eet Yout h Center with the goal
being to complet e I 06 miles in flve hours.

Students face traveling obstacles for Spring Break
BY BRANDl W ILLIAMS
ASSISTANT (Oll£C£ LIFE EDITOR

For Spring Break, students
are faced with several opportunities. While some students go
home to rest from the intense
workload laid upon them, other
students find the time and
money to travel. The most common spots are usually beach
resorts in the United States,
while some students decide to
travel out of the country. But
regardless of where they go,
there are some guidelines to
follow if traveling for Spring
Break.
The Far Lands Travel Company Inc. advises students to
make sure they travel in
,groups and have the proper
documentation.
"Also, you get price breaks
for more people going on the
trip," Eric Noah, owner of the
Far Lands Travel Company
Inc., said.

Far Lands has booked 25
couples to go to Cancun, Mexico, this season, with price
ranges from $349 per person
for three nights to $749 per
person for five to seven nights.
"Cancun is the most affordable package for college students because the flight out of
Nashville is so cheap," Noahsaid.
The AAA Kentucky Travel
Agency out of Paducah has
booked anywhere from 10 to 15
packages to Cancun that range
from $500 to $1,500, Those
packages either include only
the hotel fee or an inclusive
package the hotel, food and
drinks.
"The inclusive package can
be very relaxing, but it depends
whether or not you are looking
for an adventure or not," Jeri
Wilkinson a travel agent from
the AAA Kentucky Travel
Agency, said.
She suggests students who

are planning on traveling out of
the country should book the
trip at least six months in
advance and make sure they
arc using a reputable travel
agency, not a "fly by night"
company.
She also suggests if going
anywhere in Mexico and certain areas of Europe to be wary
of water contamination.
"At resorts, there arc filtration systems; however, if you go
downtown, the wnter contamination is greater," Wilkinson
said.
And if going to the Bahamas,
beware of hidden charges.
"At . some Bahama hotels
there is an extra $12 per person per night charge," Wilkinson said. "Also, do not expect
very good service in the
Bahamas restauranlB because
the gratuity is already added to
the bill. They don't really care
if you get good service or not."

Tips for those going out of the
country for Spring Break:
• If there is a wet bar in your hotel room and you are offered a
key to it, refuse it. The contents can run up to thousands of dollars. If you refuse the key. even if someone breaks into your wet
bar and empties it. you aren't responsible for the losses.
•There may be fees/departure taxes to leave an island. If so,
these places wiD only accept cash (no credit cards, traveler's
checks, etc.). Have about $50 in cash just in case. Hint: If you
don't destroy your room and you get your room deposit back at
the end of the week, you can use that money.
• Due to the cost associated with changing money forms, it
might be cheaper to put everything on a credit card.
• Leave a $5 tip for the maid every day or things might begin to
disappear.
• The front desk of the hotel will probably have lock boxes if you
want to keep your extra valuables there.
• If you are in a club, bar or restaurant and there is a bowl of
pretzels or peanuts on the table, do not touch it until you ask
how much it costs. It is customary to place snacks on the table,
but that does not mean that they are free. These bowls of
snacks have been known to run anywhere from $25 to $30 and
as soon as you touch the food in a bowl, you are expected to pay
for it.

CollegeLife
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Verve surpasses earlier albums
The Verve

MusicRelJit>U-'
Terri Rowin

Urban Hymns

Is there anybody out there who is still
hungry for a British rock album that doesn't suck? Well, my friends, I think I have
what you have been craving!
Who could have known The Verve, who
seemed to have slipped off the face of the
earth after their sophomore album, "A
Northern Soul," in 1995, would put out a
"comeback" album that, for once, is actually an example of improvement? Not to say
The Verve wasn't a great example of
British talent in the first place, but none of
the group's prior albums prepared me for
the newest offering, "Urban Hymns."
To put things bluntly, this is the fi'rst
album I've bought in a long, long time I can
honestly say is pretty darn good.
The sublime "Bitter Sweet Symphony,"
which was actually written by Mick Jagger
and Keith Richards, features a catchy
sample from an orchestral version of The
Rolling Stones' "'The Last Time" that

kick to the album that according to
"Rolling Stone" "leaves you stunned,
cleansed and jones-ing for more." I definitely agree.
If there's anything wrong with "Urban
Hymns" it is you have to play it twice in a ·
row because you like it so much.

haunts your brain with the help from
ftontman Richard Ashcroft. His dark, paychedelic while realistic lyrics depict
aspects of our lives as we live them: "Cause
Urban Hymns: A
it's _a bittersweet symphony, this life, trying to make ends meet. You're a slave to
Top Five CO's of the Week
money, then you die."
1. Silkk the Shoker- Charge it Two
The other songs on this album are just
Da Game
mere examples of what other British
groups like Oasis wish they could produce. 2. Days of the New- Days of the
New
For example, the fourth track, "The Drugs
Don't Work," reminds me of one of those 3. Pearl Jam- Yield
brain-numbing Pink Floyd tunes that 4. K-Ci and JoJo- Love Always
seems to bring you out of that dark place 5. Bob Dylan- Time Out of Mind
and lift your spirits. A line in track six,
Top Country CD
"Neon Wilderness," is a good example of Daryle Singletary- Ain't it the Truth
Ashcroft's fine balladry with a late '90s
"'We have existence and it's all we share" Sales information provided by
. kind of kick.
Terrapin Station.
The last track, "Come On," adds a little

7
WeekAbeat.l
Friday, Feb. 27
•Movie- Final Friday movie to be announced from 7 to 9 p.m. in
Domino's in the Curris Center.

Saturday, Feb. 28
•leadership Conference· The 1998 Black Student Leadership
. Conference begins and lasts through March 1.
Sunday, March 1
•National Collegiate Drug Awareness Week beglne.
•Bible Study-9:40a.m. in the Hart College lobby.
•Recital- Lauren W. Boswell, soprano, presents her junior recital.
The recital will begin at 3:30p.m. in the Performing Arts Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Bible study- 7 p.m. in the Murray Christian Fellowship Campus
House.

.

Monday, March 2
•Financial Aid Deadline- Deadline to turn in financial aid applications for the summer 1998 term.
•Bible study- 6 p.m. in the BSU.
•Workshop- The Adults Belong in College workshop will offer infor·
mation for students about financial aid, careers and admission procedures from 6 to 9 p.m. in the Curris Center Mississippi Room.
•Bible Study- 9 p.m. in the Hart College lobby.

Tuesday, March 3
•Calligraphy Workshop- Tuesdays through April 14 from 7 to 9
p.m. in Room 124 of the Collins Center for Industry and Technolo·
gy. A tee is required. For more information call 762·3662.
•Recital· The Brass Quintet and Prime Rib Men's Vocal Ensemble
will feature Stephen Page, trombone/tuba/baritone, at 8 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.

Wednesday, March 4
•Aak-a·Nurse- Nurses from Student Health Services will be available to answer questions from 11 :45 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Curris
Center Rocking Chair Lounge.
•Free Dinner- The Newman House, on the corner across from
White College parking lot, offers a free dinner at 5 p.m.
•Reception- The White College honor society, Phi Zeta Alpha,
hosts a reception for those chosen for the Dean's and President's
Usts from 6 to 7 p.m. in the White College Piano Lounge.
•Music- Andy Childs will perform a free concert at Domino's in the
Curris Center at 7 p.m.
•Bible Study- 7 p.m. in the Curris Center Theater.
-concert- The MSU Symphonic Band and Jazz Band II will perform
in Lovett Auditorium at 8 p.m.

Thursday, March 5
•Line Dancing- 7 to 9 p.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom.
•Prayer Meeting- 7:15a.m. in the Curris Center third floor lounge
area.
-concert- Orchestra concert in Lovett Auditorium at 8 p.m.

HOwt> Make
M>ney at Home wlh Your Compuaer '....•

•Hi, I'm responding 1o your ad,

Murray state university Graduation center
Graduate with all the right stuff

SENIOR SALUTE '98
Tuesday, Mar. 3
Wednesday, Mar. 4
Thursday, Mar. 5

10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
10 a.m.· 6 p.m.

Rocking Chalr.Lounge
CURRIS CENTER
COMING TOGETHER TO HELP YOU
PREPARE AND PLAN FOR GRADUATION

Class Ring Discounts
See the complete selection of Murray
State University Class Rings and receive
a 4-iscount if purchased during the
Senior Salute.

REGISTRAR'S OFFICE:

Answering questions regarding graduation,
degree requirements and commencement exercises. A representative will
also be available to discuss the Master's Degree program.

---

. _ I...

Diploma Frame
Protect and display your
diploma with a custom
made frame. Perfect for
home or office.

$48.95 • 69.95

STUDENT LOAN ACCOUNTING:

Conduc.ting exit counseling for
May graduates with stafford loans. A lender representative will be available
to answer financial questions. Informational booklets and loan summary
totals wil1 be available on that day. Located in the Curris Center
Certificate of Appreciation
Dance Lounge.
Recognize and honor that

•

special person(s) that
helped you achieve your
college success. Actual
name(s) can be custom
printed on the framed
certificate'.

$t5
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CAREER SERVICES:

Come set up or update your placement file with a.
Career Services representative. Information about resume preparation,
interviewing, and job search techniques will be available. A resume disk will
also be on sale. Students may sign up for on-campus interviews, pick up job
bulletin and information about the Spring Job Fair and Teacher Career Day.

Thank You Notes
Say thank you with these
elegant note cards,
featuring custom school
seal. Packages of 10.

$7

•

75th Anniversary
Envelope Seals
Elegant applique for
sealing announcement
inner envelopes. The
distinctive mark of your
graduating class. Available
in packages of 25.

$6

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION:

Alumni Association representatives will
provide information on how to network with MSU Alumni before and after
graduation, how to get involved in alumni chapter activities, and why it is
important to stay in touch with Murray State. Senior Pledge information also
will be provided .

....,_~_

'
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Personalized Announcements
The best way to announce to all those special people.
Your name, degree and major will be printed in the
actual text of your announcement, along with the time
and location of the graduation ceremony. Available in
packages of 25.

$37.50

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE:

Be fitted for your cap & gown, order
your Personalized Graduation Invitations & more! Then meet with our
Josten's Representative to order your Class Ring.

~~~

University Store

Cap. Gown & Tassel Ensembles
Bachelor's $19.95 Master's $23.95
Accessories
Bachelor's
Master's
Residential College Stoles $25
Honor Cords $7.50

Hoods $50

CollegeLife
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Resissance Festival adds
.culture Elizabeth College
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Whopping wait

r-~~~----~~--~----~--~-., ----~-----~---~~~~

Renaissance. Participants will dress in clothing
from the time period and act out the parts
STAFF WIIT£1
of gypsies, beggars, jugglers, storytellers,
Here ye, here ye! Come one, come all! Dur- knights and many more. The festive-like
ing the 15th and 16th centuries, the Renais- atmosphere of the event will include games
sance was filled with traditions like jousting, such as the weak sheet toss, human chess and
fencing, elaborate dress and dramatic play- mud wrestling as well as story-telling, a May
acting that kept the people entertained. To pole and a fencing demonstration. The day
keep with the time, the Elizabeth College. wiU end with a gypsy wedding and will be
entertainment department will host ~e first closed down by the King's men.
:u1 order to recreate this festival, the departRenaissance Faire and Highland Games April
ment
is looking for actors to be a part of the
4 from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Cutchin Field.
The idea was inspired by Sarah Aguiar, gypsy group and act out the different characassistant English professor. She wanted to ters and feel the sense of history. Their object
promote interaction between students, faculty will be to inform the people when and where
and staff members of Elizabeth College out- the events will take place, but still act out
their characters. Tryouts were held Feb. 24 in
side the classroom.
the
Cumberland Room of the Currie Center.
The event is planned to be a major fundraiser for MSU organizations and the sur- The organizers are also looking for costumes
rounding community. All organizations are that people would be willing to donate for the
welcome to participate, to promote their group Renaissance.
A committee of about 20 students and faculor to raise money.
ty
meet every Wednesday at 8:30p.m. in the
"'We hope to bring the community and MSU
back
of Elizabeth to discuss how many organiorganizations in for this. It will be a major
zations are sponsoring and fundraising for the
fund-raiser," said Aguiar.
festivaJ
and how it is coming along. Anyone
There will be music, food, games, entertainment and crafts to historically recreate the interested is invited to attend.
BY HEATHER MARTIN

Se th Dixon/The News

Jeremy Loombs, sophomore from Guthrie, checks the time as he and friends Casey Naber,
freshman from Versailles, and Larry Wurth, sophomore from Mayfield, wait for the open·
ing of Burger King Tuesday morning. The threesome camped out on the Bur_ger King
property to be the first in line to purchase a Whopper at the new establishment. In all,
their camping adventure lasted nine and a half hours.

Sunset Boulevard Music
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 block from MSU Dormslll
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
753-0113

s 1 DO Df'f'
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Any Ca••et:t:e Tapet

Any Compact Dl•c:t

ClatiOQ'
Your Am"..l1l.PfNE

~~~
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Expires 03/13

Locally
owned
& Operated

•

~..~~~:C ":~. 5!~~!:~.::~:'
RENTAl SYSTEM

Car Stereo Specialist - Custom Installation
3380 HWY 121 N.
Murray

'Coupon good towwde purct.e of r.gulllr priced merchendlae only, not Vllld In comblnetlon with tillY a!'- .peclal., dltcaunte or ot1ete.

(excluding vans)

759-8100
1-888-336-3337
Fax 759·0022

Located In the Murray. Shrine Club Building
and the Calloway County Fairgrounds.

CfJina l'uffet
s~ecnuaH,

tiunan
& MaHdarfH CulsiHe
.
fat lH & Take Out

ORDER OF OMEGA WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE ITS NEW MEMBERS:

Jennifer Atkins
Marlin Barber
Jennifer Breining
Lori Burling
Jennifer Crisp
Christy Dowell
Chris Drier
Dustin Dunn
Elizabeth Fryer
David Hart

11 a.m.-8:30p.m. Daily Buffet
Food Bar, Salad & Dessert Bar
With Coupon 15°/o Off

· 10 o/o Off with MSU I.D.
600 N. 12th St. (Next to Taco John's)
753-8916

Monday-Thursday: 10:30 a.m.-1 0 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: 10:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.
Sunda : 10:30 a.m.-9:30 .m.

Brett Heppner
Tawanna James
Kerry Jeter
Megan Kelly
Andrew Link
Jennifer Martin
Lindsey Monroe
Paul Pitney
Kelly Polovick
Elaine Ratliff

Jennifer Renfroe
Emily Shipp
Tori Squires
Stacy Vincent
Brian Watson
Kristin Wessel
Adam Whiteside
Laura Wild

-

Congratulations to our
newest members:
Wake
up
to

The
Murray

State
News
Every
Friday!

Shauna Crowley
Heather Homyer
Holly Kell
Catherine Morgan
Jayme. Morse
Nicole Schroeder
And to Jaime Gibson on a
wonderful sisterhood retreat!
L Love,
Your Sisters
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Equine compete at
Truman State
The Equestrian team
competed at Truman State
Feb. 13 and 14 in Missouri.
The show was the final
show for the stock seat
team this season.
Cara Leach earned highpoint rider honors and the
team earned reserve highpoint team honors.
Several members of the
team
earned
enough
points throughout the season to qualify for regional
competition.

OVC tournament
up for Racers
The 1998 Ohio Valley
Conference regular-season
champions Murray State
Racers advanced to the
semifinals of the OVC
men 's basketball tournament. They will face Austin
Peay at 2 p.m. Saturday in
Nashville Arena.
If the Racers win the
APSU matchup. then they
will advance to the championship game, which will
be televised live on ESPN
at I :30 p.m. Sunday.

Track heads
for OVC
The Murray State indoor
track and field team will
head to the OVC championships at Middle Tennessee State in Murfreesboro next weekend.

9

ThoroughbredS· fall 12-1·1
•Baseball: Kentucky Wesleyan provides the Thoroughbreds with loss, 12-11,
but Head Coach Mike
Thieke looks ahead.

the score. A grounder to shortstop, a walk and an error by the
second baseman gave Kentucky
Wesleyan their second run of
the game. Greg Roof then sent
a pitch deep into center field
and over the fence for a two-run
homer to give Kentucky WesBY )ASON BILLINGSLEY
STAFF WRITER
leyan a 4-1 lead.
Murray State came back in
El Nino provided Murray the bottom of the inning with
with 60 degree temperatures two singles and a double into
on Wednesday, and Kentucky right-center field by Ryan MurWesleyan provided the Murray phy that scored two to cut the
State Thoroughbreds the com-· gap to 4-3.
petition at Reagan Field in a
In the top of the fifth inning
dramatic mne inning contest.
Kentucky Wesleyan started
The MSU 'Breds were looking another offensive spurt, this
to continue their winning ways time off relief pitcher Randy
after a 12-11 victory Tuesday at Jackson. Two singles at the
home against Southern Indi- start of the inning put runners
ana University.
at the comers with no outs. A
Both teams started out slow blown rundown attempt, an
in the first two innings. Ken- error on a pick off attempt at
tucky Wesleyan could not get a first base and a wild pitch lead
hit in the first or second. MSU to the first two base runners
came alive with some offense in scoring.
the bottom of the second
Murray State then brought in
inning. Ryan Murphy hit a oneBrad Burns from the bullpen,
out double and scored on a
but Kentucky Wesleyan was
Craig Delk single to give MSU
not done putting runs on the
an early 1-0 lead.
scoreboard. Two walks and a
Kentucky Wesleyan came to
sacrifice led to Andy Haines
bat in the top of the third
two-RBI double to give Keninning and answered MSU's tucky Wesleyan an 8-3lead.
first run of the game with four
Murray State scored two in
of their own. A lead off double
the
bottom of the inning off a
by Andy Haines started the
single
by Rob Weatherly, a douKentucky Wesleyan rally.
ble
by
Ryan
Murphy and a twoAnother double by Adam
RBI
single
by
Craig Delk to cut
Springer drove in Haines to tie

-.

the margin to 8-5.
Kentucky Wesleyan added
two runs in the top of the sixth
and eighth innings to run their
total to 12. MSU could only
muster two runs during their
half of the, eighth to make the
score 12-7 in favor of Kentucky
Wesleyan, setting up the
incredible bottom of the ninth
inning.
Marc Starke came in from
the bullpen for Kentucky Wesleyan in the bottom of the ninth
for the save opportunity. Murray State then proceeded to
load the bases with only one
out for the top of the lineup.
Chris Williams sent a rocket up
the middle to score one to cut
the gap to four. Todd Fox then
hit a sacrifice fly to left field to
close the gap to three.
Chad Hamm was the next
batter, and he sent a line drive
just over the outstretched arm
of the third baseman to cut the
MSU gap to 12-10. A walk to
clean-up hitter Rob Weatherly
loaded the bases once again for
MSU, this time with two outs.
Kentucky Wesleyan then
brought in another relief pitcher, Les Cantrell, to try to end
the dramatic MSU comeback.
Cantrell was definitely nervous
as his first pitch hit Ryan Murphy scoring yet another run for
MSU. This put the winning run
for Murray · State at second
base.

Danny Vowei VThe News

jason Minton, freshman from Clarkston, slides into first base in
Wednesday's 12-11 loss to Kentucky Wesleyan.

Craig Delk was the next batter for Murray State. On a two
and one count, home plate
umpire Terry Apple called a
questionable high and outside
pitch strike two. MSU third
base coach Bart Osborne yelled
his displeasure at Apple's call.
Apple must not have liked
what Osborne said because he
threw Osborne out of the game
less than a minute after the
argument started.
Delk proceeded to hit a line
drive to center field, but it was
right at the center fielder. The
outfielder made the catch to
end the incredible contest with
a final score of 12-11 in favor of
Kentucky Wesleyan.
MSU Head Coach Mike
Thieke after the contest said

Track pumped for OVC·

Back in the high life

-Track: Middle 'lennessee State will host ty of Kentucky.
McKinney has been the most consistent star
the OVC indoor track and field champifor Murray State during the indoor season. He
onships Saturday.
has either won or finished among the top conBv )ASON BlttJNCSLEY

Mayes earns
player of the week

STAFFWRtm

The meet the entire track team has been waiting for has finally arrived.
The Ohio Valley Conference Indoor Track and
Field Championships will take place this weekend on the campus of Middle Tennessee State
University.
Polina Morozova and Jason McKinney lead a
mixture of youth and experience on the MSU
track team that will compete in the conference
tournament this weekend. Morozova and McKinney look to be top contenders in their respective
events, while the rest of the MSU squad looks to
place high, if not win, other major events.
Morozova looks to be MSU's best shot at taking
fitst in the women's long jump and the triple
jump. She has placed high in all of her competitions this year and has been victorious at Southeast Missouri State University and the Universi-

De'Teri Mayes earned
OVC player of the week
honors for his play against
Aus~in Peay and Tennessee
State last week.

SpotLight ·
Isaac Spencer,
Marra Hastings
Isaac Spencer and Marra
Hastings are in this week's
Racer Spotlight.
Spencer,
sophomore
from Montgomery, Ala..
scored 24 points in the
Racers' first-round OVC
victory over Tennessee
Tech.
sophomore
Hastings,
from Kingston, Wash.,
placed second in the smallbore competition 'at West
Virginia, but the Racers
lost to the Mountaineers
6190-6124.

Hustlef1fczJ'
More predictions ·
Murray State is now projected by ESPN SportsZone to face Cincinnati In
the first round of the
NCAA tournament in
Oklahoma City.

Source: ESPN SportsZone

the Thoroughbreds had some
encouraging things to lake
from today's gnme.
"We have some encouraging,
positive things lo Lake from
today/' Thieke said. "Our
young pitching will come
around soon. That seems to be
the major problem right now
for our ba~lclub."
"The three keys to our game
are our offense, young pitcher'S
and trying to avoid little mistakes. We didn't have our pitching today, and we made too
many little mistakes," Th1eke
said. "We lost four outs due to
botched pick ofT and rundown
attempts. That probably cost us
two to three runs today.
Enough to make a significant
difference."

tenders in every race he has run this snason.
This includes his victory in the mile run at the
University of Indiana last weekend. McKinney
won the event with a time of 4:12.55, 3.09 seconds ahead of the second-place finisher.
Brian Palmer and Keith Jared also fared well
last weekend. Palmer finished 17th in the mile
run with a time of 4:30.79. Jared finished eighth
in the 5,000-meter run with a time of 15:15.71.
Other MSU track members were at the Saluk.i/USA Open on the campus of Southern Jllinois
University. Brian Recktenwald took seventh
place in the 800-mcter run with a time of
2:00.96. Charles Jones had th~ best MSU finish
in the 3,000-metcr run. He finished seventh with
a time of 8:54.98, while .Jarrett Puckett was lOth
with a time of 9:05.25.
The entire MSU team, including several football players participating in their firsl OVC
track tournament, could walk away with several
individual and team awards after facing the
tough competition of the regular season.

Rifles fall at West Virginia
STAFF REPORT

Seth Dixon/The News

Chad Townsend looks to reject a shot by Tennessee
Tech's Albert Wilson Tuesday night in the OVC tournament first-round matchup (Story, page 9, special sec·
tion).

Despite a strong showing
from Marra Hastings, the Murray State rifle team lost its
head-to-head match with West
Virginia on Saturday, 6190-

6124.
the smallbore (1146) and sixth
Hastings, a sophomore from in air rifle (384). Ken Hicks,
Kingston, Wash., took second junior from Morrison, Colo.,
in the air rifle with a score of placed fifth in air rifle and
391, and third in smallbore eighth in ,smallbore. Crystal
with a 1164.
Kern, freshmnn from Laramie,
Jake Fisher, senior from Wy., took seventh in smallbore
Glendora, Calif., took sixth in and lOth in air rifle.

UK-Murray contest could surprise many
In two weeks an annual rite
of spring will occur, the selections for the NCAA men's basketball tournament. Although
this may seem like nothing
major to scores of people
around the country, to M urr.a y
State fans, the possibilities of
what could happen
are
astounding.
I would like to take you
through a possible scenario of
which the outcome could have
ramifications reaching far
beyond March Madness.
Imagine if the Racers win the
OVC tournament this weekend,
and the University of Kentucky
Wildcats fail to achieve the
same in the SEC tournament.
As a result of their stellar 29·3
record, the Racers could get
placed in the Oklahoma City

Sports
Talk
EDDIE
GRANT

first-round bracket as a 13th
seed. At the same time, Kentucky gets placed in the same
bracket as a fourth seed, which
would pit the Racers a~ainst
UK
For starters, could you imagine the hype this game would
get in the Bluegrass State? It
would be even more intense in
this area. a hotbed for both UK
and MSU popularity. Then it

comes to game time. It is a
pretty even contest for the most
part but in the end the Racers
come up with the big plays in
the closing minutes and pull
out an eight-point victory.
At the same time the buzzer
sounded there would be a
moment of silence in Kentucky
for two reasons. First of all, the
beloved Wildcats fell in the first
round of the tournament. Secondly, this fall would have
come to another Kentucky
school, possibly the only other
one in the tournament.
Shock and disbelief would
run rampant in Lexington, as
the game would come to be
called Armageddon, or the
beginning of the end. Meanwhile, in Murray, the event
would be referred to as the

coronation. From this point on shown we can run with the big
UK would spend its time look· dogs.
ing to rematch, to somehow
In any case, since we haven't
erase this nightmare from their yet met, I'd like to sec the sceminds. At the same time, Mur- nario described above does
ray would be basking in a new come true. If for no other reafound popularity.
son than to show UK that MurWhy has Murray State ray State is a force to be reckplayed every Division I school oned
with.
in Kentucky except for the RacIf tho Racers and Wildcats
ers? Are they afraid? Or do they' ever rumhle, I believe it would
believe playing us would be u ho the start of the most intense
waste of time? Surely the 'Cats rivalry in the state's history,
aren't that cocky especially con- especially if the first time they
sidering the pitfalls they ha vc play iL means the Wildcats are
experienced this season.
knocked out in the first round
This year UK played of the "Big Dance."
Louisville and Morehead but
we were left out of the mix.
This year's team should show
the Wildcats playing MSU Eddie Grant is the assistant
would be a good game, no rna t- sports editor of The Murray
ter the outcome. We have State News.
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ey team
race to
world

'

STAFF EDITORIAL

l'ru OAILV fRu Pnss
UvsJON L';>.;rVF.Rsm'

, I . WIRJ:o:, Boston. Mass. ..-- The
Oly -npks are intended to be a two-week
di!:!pbv l)f pride and spirit that brings
tbg<>thrr the inlemnttonnl community.
Tlit> pcrfornumce of the U.S. men"s hock·
p;} tc am, however, wns nothing but. a
:ttationul di~gracc.
Aft "r bowing ouL of the tournament
wilh n 1·3 re{:ord, members of the team
trashed their hotel room, cnusmg an estimnk-d $3,000 in damage. Players dis·
chnrgcd fire extinguiShers and broke
chair Someone e-.cn tossed 8 fire extingmshcr out a fifth.floor window. Hardly
u display of Olympic spirit.
The team was expecterl to make n seri·
otUI run at gold and garner the first
Olympic medal for U.S. hockey sit1ce the
1980 ''Miracle on Icc." Instead, it turned
in o dbmal display of overconfidence and
't~ eliminated last 'reck by the Czech
R~mblic1 ,,..hich captured t.he gold yes·
t;rday WJth a 1-0 win over Russia.
Tht.'SC Olymptcs v. ere the first that per·
mttted NHL players to participate. And
tho U S. men's tenm, comprising only
players from the lcngt1e, made n strong

-

•Women's basketball: The
Murray State women basket·
ball team ended their postsea·
son hopes, losing Saturday.

s

Bv jASON BILLINGSLEY

case for the return of amateur hockey.
The NHL took a two-week hiatus to
nllow players to compete in the Games,
1md U.S. players treated the break liken
vacation. Many partied at Nagano bars
until well into the night and the team's
practice was even canceled one morning,
adding to speculation that t.he players
were not prepared to play.
The U.S. Olympic Committee nnd NUL
arc conducting invcstig(ltions into the
hotel damages. The players I'Ct:iponsible
for the incident should pay for their
destruction and apologize for their lack
of responsibility.
The actions of the team are even more
reprehensible when compared to those of
the U.S. women's hockey team. For the
first time, women's hockey, long overshadowed by its male counterpart, was a
medal sport at Nagano. 'I1tc U.S. women
shocked the world when they won gold by
dcfen.ting Canada, 2·1.
NHL players were allowed to compete
at Nagano because, as professionals,
they are considered the best in the world.
While the U.S. men's team may have the
most talent in this country, pictures of
the triumphant women's team draped in
the stars and stripes show who the real
Olympians are.

1

There were two things on the line
Saturday at Racer Arena. The first
thing was, of course, the MSU
men's team was defending the
honor of Racer Arena's final men's
regular season horne game. What
many people may not have known
was the Lady Racers had a make or
break game against Tennessee
State for an opportunity to sneak
into the Ohio Valley Conference's
women's tournament with the ftnal
available spot.
Murray State needed a victory on
Saturday to clinch a berth in t.he
women's OVC tournament as the
number six or seven seed. A loss
would give the final available spot
to Southeastern Missouri State
University.
The Lady Racers started the
game by looking to their center,
Danelle Watts. Walts scored four
quick points on a turn·around
jumper and a baby hook shot to
• pace MSU in the first eight min·

'Diane 'Durr
Patty Cot/iran
Cind"!J Lam6

UPPERCUTS

7 p.m. Thursday
The Dance Lounge
2nd Floor
Carris Center

FORA

1\\URRAY STATE GRADUATE SCHOOL
D.EGHEE lffiOGR.A.l\\5
BC/SINESS & PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Eluslneu AC:nl;tStrat;or
E C,IW ....'Cll
, p·;t)llc A !ml l)ltla~o.

STAFF WRJTUt

led a MSU comeback in the middle
of the second half. These three
MSU players led the team on a 166 run to giv~ MSU the lead by the
count of 55-53 with 3:17 to go in the
game.
After another MSU timeout, disaster struck for the Lady Racers.
The teams battled each other Watts committed her fourth per·neck to neck late in the fir.st half. sonal foul, dramatically reducing
With Watts in foul trouble, MSU her inside presence for the Lady
looked to its outside game to t.ry to Racers.
keep up v.ith the larger Tennessee
Tennessee State took advantage
State team. With 5:08 to go in the of the situation by driving inside
first half, Tennessee State gained a for either inside shots or kick-outs
small advantage at 18·16. Ten· back to their three·point nhooters.
nessee State outscored MSU 15-11 Tennessee State scored the next
in the final five minutes, due to five points of the game to give them
outside shots by Tequila Holloway a 58-55 lead with 1:19 left in the
and Hassell to give Tennessee contest. Coltharp nailed a huge
State a 28-23 lead at the brenk.
three-pointer for the Lady Racers
The beginning of the second half to tie the score.
featured a battle between each
After a tbrce.point play and two
team's set of two pair of hot hnnds. free throws for Tennessee State,
April Bennett and Schronda Moore the Tigers had n 63-59 advantage
combined for 13 of 'l'enncsscc with 16.1 seconds left. in the con• down
State's first 15 points in the second test. MSU brought the ball
half. MSU was not to be: outdone. Lhc court to attempt a three-point
however. Shonta Hunt and Watts shot, but confusion between Misty
led MSU during the same stretch Pierceall and Hunt led to an errant
by scoring all of Murray State's pass and 8 turnover that scaled
first 12 points in the second half.
MSU's fate. Tennessee State hit
After a Murray State timeout, two more free throws for the victoHunt, Walts and Bobbi Colthnrp ry by the final score of 65·59.
utes. Tennessee State answered
the challenge by letting its longrange Lhreat, Carl Hassell, take
control of the offense. Hassell had
all of the team's ftrst eight points to
help Tennessee State tie MSU at88 wit.h under t.welve minutes to go
in the firE;t half.

Line Dancing

DIRIJ'CTION?

1
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Lady Racers end season
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·2R years ago Fred & Junior Peel started West Wood
\\"tnes & Liquors. One year ago this month West
Wood Wines & Warehouse experienced a
d<.•va:o;taLing fire. And due to all our valued friends
.ltld e;ustorners, vou are the ones that make thb
'tompany what il is today. But without lle~lth and
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al \X'est Wo1Jd Wines & Warehouse
'
THANK YOU VERY MUCH!
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(1) The stars need to stay in top shape- and they've
found that nothing shapes thighs and tightens buns
like a Cardia Karate TM workout.
(2) It's the ultimate calorie burner. (Muscle and Fitness
Magazine rated aerobic kickboxing as the number
one calorie burning workout at over 800 calories
burned an hour!)

.

1

.

-

(3) You're learning while you're burning: it's not only a
workout, but you learn the basics of self defense as
well. And best of all it's fun! Classes are for adults only,
you wear regular workout clothes, there's no belts or
uniforms, no physical contact and there's no experi·
ence necessary. Classes are forming now, call today!

753·6111

.

1413 OHve Blvd.
Murray

.
J
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CENTER
Continued from Page 1

nity," Ehrenhei.m said.
Ehrenheim said since the
YMCA will be picking up most
of the tab on the facility, he is
reaching out to the community
for help.
"We will be looking to the
community for support in small
fund raising," he said. "We
have to purchase things like

REGENTS
,
Continued from Page 1

dents, but would also be a valuable marketing tool for us in
reaching across the region," he
said. "We can serve six counties
in our region with tele'lision
classes."
Also discussed at the meeting
was the University's health
;

new equipment, a sound and
phone· system, exercise equipment ana indoor playgrounds."
Earwood said he is looking
forward to the new facility
being built.
"It is a great opportunity for
students because the center
will be close, and they will have
better access," he said.
Stuart Poston, hospital
administrator for Murray-Callaway County Hospital, was
unavailable for comment.

DEBATE
Continued from Page 1

biologists and scientists. He
also read from several different texts where statements by
Gish were disputed.
"One of the requirements for
full membership in the Institute for Creation Research is

February 17, 1998

to make the claims seem to be could not have evolved
valid," Schell said. "Number because there is no evidence of
two is that you must practice the transitional stage that
Christian beliefs. Number would have had to taken place
three is you must sign a state- by saying the transitions took
ment that you accept the place too fast to be recorded.
Schell ended his side of the
truthfulness of the Bible and
the creation of all living debate early to allow the prothings."
ceedings to move along more
Schell responded to Gish's quickly. Each side was given
earlier statement that things approximately 10 minutes to

8

care program. The program
went $1 million over budget
last year, and because the University is self- insured, it came
directly from the school's budget. The Regents said faculty
and staff salaries were their
top priority a10 the next budget
cycle begins. Board Chair Sid
Easley said the salaries and
health care costs were directly
related.

_;_-':·days until
spring Break
. !

I

n

"Good Burger•
7 p,m.

Sponsored by:

;LOOK
GOOD. FOR SPRING BREAK!
..•.
$25 Highlighting
for MSU Students
Must Bring MSU ID
Offer ends March 31

r:tf!j

'

5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Free Pregnancy Tests
Caring & Confidential Help for Girls & Guys
Information about:
pregnancy, abortion, adoption, parenting, STD's and abstinence

--

LifeHouse- 753-0700

1506 Chestnut Street •!• Across from the I&T Building
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Murray State University Student Government Presents ...

c0 y

in concert
Sunday, March 22
7:30p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium
Tickets on Sale at SGA
Office
Tickets $20 All Seats
reserved.
Sponsored by

~\VERs1 .,.)'

g..Q
CENTER6otl

For information and credit card orders,
7

Established to honor students who have made
an outstanding contribution in service and
leadership to the University campus.

Applications are available in Office of Student
Activities. Three letters of recommendation (from peers,
instructors or whomever you like) validating the
nominee's leadership capablities must accompany your
application. Applications must be submitted by
Tuesday, March 3, 1998.
d"_ll.r
Funded by: #i?}:JI ..- &
'

,X

Mc

Ralph Woods Memorial Awar(l

1) Must be a December 1997 or May 1998 graduate.
2) Must be a person whose campus activites indicate
leadership.
3) Must be a person who promotes change
(Can accomplish goals and is of service to
students and faculty.)
4) Grade point average is of no consideration.

Feb. 27
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Hair & Tanning Salon
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Domino•s

All Members Please Attend
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Or de

organize their rebuttals.
After Gish and Schell said
their frnal words. Randall
asked for those who believed
creation had presented the
strongest side to please stand.
Evolutionalist supporters did
the same. Randall announced
creation was the winner of the
debate by a majority of supporters.
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MEN'S OVC BASKETBALLTOURNAMENT SPECIAL SECTION
Stark's IV./{}n zories
Sports editor Greg Stark
reminisces about the
1988 Murray State men's
basketball team, who
upset N.C. State in the
NCAA tournament.

Seepage 3

TourneyAJ 1of:vsis
Copy editor Jason Yates
looks at the final four
teams in the OVC tournament.

Seepage

8

Titlel(ltn
Some moments in time
from Murray State's
OVC title run captured
by the award-winning
photographers of The

Murray State News.

Seepage

6-7

Danny Vowell/fhe News

Isaac Spencer dunks during the
82-71 win over Southeast Missouri. That game clinched a tie
for the OVC title.

•
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Danny VowelVThe News
Racer Point Guard Chad Townsend defends Te nnessee Te ch's Albert Wilson
In Tuesday's win. Race r Head Coach Hark Gottfried said defense is a m ajor ·
component in the Race rs' success this season.

Coach praiseS
team, fans

for the

ainde
the seasoill
"' '~r

~·

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTING GOODS
MROlii/IG rot TliAr ~IN YOUR ll'!"

Boutique

9!Jan:s

"Th~ uading Store For Tociay's
Mett at1d Young Mer~'s Fasllior~s"

11illl'1 iDlPDI'lS.

·Fllntiure ond Decorative accessories for your
home, apartment or dorm room.·

university Plaza · Chestnut st.

I would like to take this opportunity to share with you some of my
thoughts and reflections on our season up to this point. Everybody
knew we had a chance to be a very
talented team this year, but with so
many new players it was difficult to
predict at what point during the
season our team would gel. Fortunately for us, this happened early in
the season.
From the beginning, this group of
young men has come to practice
every day and worked hard to put
themselves in a position to win the
Ohio Valley Conference and compile
a record of27-3.
One thing that sticks out in my
mind about this team is how much
the players like each other. It is easy
in team sports to find jealousy and
envy on any given team, but you will
not find any on this team. All of our
players genuinely like one another
and enjoy being around each other.
This team has really been a pleasure to coach.
I think we would all agree that
this 1997-98 Murray State Racer
team has been very exciting to
watch. In our basketball program,
two aspects we really emphasize are
defense and pushing the ball up the
court in transition. I am proud to
say we lead the conference in defensive field-goal percentage, and we
are currently ranked sixth in the
country in scoring offense. Even

Coach's
Corner
MARK

G OrrFRIED

though our year is not yet completed, this team has made some history
this season. Some of you know this
is the only team in the 50-year history of the OVC to reach the 20-win
mark in the month of January. In
addition, this team broke the OVC
record for most league wins in a season with a 16-2 conference record.
It is very rare to see any college
basketball program go undefeated
at home for two straight years. This
is a huge credit to our fans. Our fan
support throughout the season has
been phenomenal.
The excitement that is generated
in Racer Arena is unlike any other
arena in our conference. Our wonderful fans have helped us establish
the third-longest home winning
streak in college basketball. We are
all looking forward to transferring
that excitement over to the new
building next year. We appreciate all
of your support and loyalty.
Mark Gottfried is the Murray State
men's basketball coach.
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One Mann remembers '88
Early last semester, staff photographer Chris Weatherly and I went over
to the sports information department
so I could interview sports information director Steve Parker. A secretary showed us to his office door,
where we waited for .him to finish a
meeting.
Weatherly and I sat outside in the
hallway where we noticed many pictures hanging from the wall opposite
us. One was of a baseba11 game at the
field where the Industry and Technology building sits now. Weatherly,
Murray native, told me he remembered when the field was there and he
would walk by and watch games during spring afternoons. I told him I
also remembered the old baseball
field because I used to visit my
grandparents during the summer and
we would ride by the University
many afternoons.
Next to the picture of the baseball
game was a picture, shot upward
from the basketball floor, of a scoreboard. This scoreboard displayed
what many say is the defining
moment in Murray State basketball
history.
Murray State 78, N.C. State 75.

a

It was 1988. I was nine. I had followed the Racers aJI season long. I
remember the players who started
like it was yesterday. Jeff Martin and
Don Mann, known as the "M and M
boys," were the junior leaders of the
team. Carl Sias started at center, and
Paul King and Chris Ogden rounded
out the starting five.
Martin, a journeyman professional
player, and King have their numbers
retired in the Racer Arena rafters.
Mann, Ogden and Sias drifted into
history somewhere.
Much like everything of the 1988
Racer season, I remember watching
the game clearly. I sat on the living
room carpet watching the game on
WPSD's feed in Paducah.
The game was nip-and-tuck from

the start. When Vinny Del Negro's
last-second three-point shot was offtarget, it was time to celebrate.
Fast forward 10 years later.
Saturday, the Racers played their
final regular-season game in Racer
Arena and many former players and
coaches came back.
A reception was held after the game
for the former and present players
and coaches. Popeye Jones was being
mobbed by fans. One former player
was just walking around, occasionally
talking to people.
Don Mann.
Mann had a chance to win the 1988
second round game against Kansas
when he penetrated inside and went
up for a shot. H~ was unquestionably
fouled when he shot, but it wasn't
called. The Racers played the sixthseeded Jayhawks their closest game
in the tournament, losing by three.
The Jayhawks played out a Cinderella story, winning the NCAA tournament that season. The Racers went
home.
.
However, Mann has positive memories of his playing days at Murray.
"It feels great, really it. does," Mann
said. "It brings back a lot of memo-

ries. There were a lot of great people."
After playing his senior season in
1989, Mann tried out for the Milwaukee Bucks. He made it to the final
round of cuts but was let go. He then
played for the CBA's 'lbpeka Sizzlers
for four months, but the Kansas franchise had financial problems and folded.
Mann moved back to Wisconsin
where he worked as a service representative for Service Tile and Uni·
form. Recently, he move~ back to his
hometown of Dyersburg, Tenn.,
where he works as a director of a
recreation center.
After watching the Racers eke out a
five-point win Saturday over Tennessee State. Mann said he saw a Jot
of the '88 team in this year's team.
One might compare De'Teri Mayes
and Chad Townsend to Martin and
Mann.
"They've got a very good team," he
said. "They remind me a lot of us.
They want to win bad. If you take
chemistry, you can go a long way."

Greg Stark is the sports editor of The
Murray State News.
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Mayes, Spencer
lead Arena's finale
BY GREG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

Murray State's season-ending 81-76
victory over Tennessee State featured
three elements: the good, the bad and
the ugly.
What was good for Murray State
were clutch performances from De'Thri Mayes and Isaac Spencer. Mayes
scored 27 points, but Spencer, who
had 22 points and 14 rebounds Saturday. made a decisive three-point play
with 29 seconds left in the game, givmg the Racers the lead for good.
The bad element of Murray State's
performance was its field-goal shooting. The team shot 32 percent from
the field for the game, including a 23
percent clip in the first half, where
they only went 9-39 from the field.
Free throws proved to be a decisive
factor in the game, as MSU went 2940 from the charity stripe, compared
to Tennessee State's 8-11 from the
free-throw line.
The game turned ugly early in the
second half. After Mayes connected on
a three-poirlter to give the Racers a

49-39 lead with 15:28 left in the
game, Mayes and Tiger forward
Jason Johnson exchanged words,
which quickly turned into punches.
Both benches cleared, but order was
quickly restored by players, coaches
and officials. Mayes and Johnson
were hit with technical fouls, which
alternated possession of the bail to
Murray State.
With the conference title and the
first seed of the OVC tournament in
hand, the Racers couldn't quite deliver the knockout b low to the visiting
Tigers. The Racers a nd Tigers 'played
neck and neck for t he first half, with
the Racers taking their biggest lead
at 34-27. However, the Tigers ended
the first stanza with a 7-0 run, capped
by a Seth Huber three at the buzzer
to knot the game at 34.
The Racers were able to extend the
lead to 54-41 after the technicals and
media timeout, but the Tigers didn't
quit. TSU's perimeter game cut the
lead to 60-58. During this stretch,
Murray was sent to the free-throw
Please sec

FINALE/11
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Access the
World!
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Cable Modems are Here!
Attention Residential College Students....
Murray CableComm and MSU have made high
speed cable modems available to students in the
residential colleges. This is not your dad's old
28.8k connection. We're talking speeds so fast,
you may need to get aphysical before you log on.
We think you get the point. So stay alert and get
ready, because cable modems are here now! Order
todayand receive a cool gift pack! Paybythe
semester or only $29.95 per month.

Call 753-5005 for more information.
or visit or website at
http://campus.rnurraystate. edu/cablemodem
'
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Racers take
Govs, title
Bv GREG

STARK

SPORTS EDITOR

After claiming regular-season OVC
titles 10 out of the last 11 seasons,
Murray State was set to clinch the
title outright Feb. 19.
• ·
And what better team to play than
Austin Peay?
Austin Peay is partially responsible for the Racers' torrid dominance
of the conference over the last 11 seasons. The Racers and Governors
played for the OVC championship in
1988 and have played for the title for
the past three seasons in Nashville.
This season, the Governors didn't
play for a shot at the title, but holds
what one other team can claim in the
OVC this season: a victory over the
Racers. The 80-72 win at Clarksville
in late January may be the highlight
of the Governors' season.
A capacity crowd saw the Racers
pulJ out to an eight-point lead at the

end of the first half, then maintain
that margin to clinch the lOth title in
11 seasons 86-78.
"We played pretty good," said
shooting guard De"Thri Mayes. "They
are a pretty good team. I wanted to
see the game hurry up and get over
because they were coming."
After Mayes hit a three-pointer to
give the Racers a 66-50 lead with just
under 10 minutes left in the game,
Mayes was hit with a technical foul
after taunting some APSU players.
The Governors' Joe Sibbitt hit two
free throws to cut the lead to 14.
On t he possession following the
free throws. James Stewart hit a two
to cut the lead to 12.
From that point, the Govs kept
whittling away at the lead, cutting it
to 78-72 with a minute left· to go.
That was as close as the Governors
got, as the Racers hit all six of their
free throws (Townsend with four,
Please see TITLE/It
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Danny Voweii/The News

(Right) Chad Townsend shows
some emotion following a
turnover by the opposition this
season in Racer Arena. (Below)
Racer Arena hosted the men's I
basketball team for the last
time. The Arena has been in
service since I 954, hosting various sporting events and concerts. The Racers hosted their
final game in Racer Arena Tues·
day night, defeating Tennessee
Tech 84-63.
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Danny Vowefi/The News

(Left) Racer Head Coach Mark Gottfried looks in thought during a game this season. (Above)
Reserve point guard Aubrey Reese guards Tennessee Tech,s Albert Wilson during Murray's 84·
63 first-round OVC win Monday night in Racer Arena. Reese has provided productive minutes
for the Racers this season, spelling Chad Townsend when he was tired or in foul trouble.
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This season, the Murray State Racers have gone
r3. Highlights of the season included victories over
Ulnsas and Iowa State in the San Juan, Puerto
'O holiday tournament, as well as crucial conjerre wins over Middle Tennessee and Eastern llli~- The Racers have had high expectations this sea·
J. With tournament-tested veterans De_'Teri Mayes
~ Chad Townsend leading the way and newcomers
Y1c Spencer, Rod Murray and Aubrey Reese provida new-found spark, the Racers look to advance
in the postseason.
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Racers will
face TSU,
win tourney
Bv j ASON
CoPY EDITOR

YATES

Fe bruary 27, 1998
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Murray State has become as synon- are coming into the contest winners
mous with the Ohio Valley Confer- of six out of their last seven including
ence tournament championship game an impressive 76·46 dismantling of
~ '-! M\UU: \M " •
1\\00lllt. r.".
fifth seeded Southeast Missouri in
as peanut butter is with jelly.
1:30
During the '90s, the Racers have the first round of the tournament.
(31 IIIDDlf Trm ssu
APSU's only loss during t he stretch
compiled a 16-3 OVC tournament
record with all three losses coming in was a hard fought 86-78 setback to
the Racers on Feb. 19 in Racer Arena.
the championship game.
The Racers. winners of 10 in a row,
Two of the losses came to Tennessee
Greg Stark/Sports Editor
State in 1993 and 1994 and the other are well aware of the threat Austin
was at the hands of Austin Peay in Peay presents to them. The Govs ing in the tournament, the Governors putting up 20 points on any given day
1996. Ironically, the only two thorns handed MSU their last loss of the do not have the luxury of a go to guy and a suffocating defense which
in MSU's side might very well be the season in Clarksville on Jan. 22 by a they can always give the ball to in the ranks second in the OVC by allowing
final five minutes. They cannot rely only 68.1 points per game.
stumbling blocks between the tourna- score of 80-72.
The man to watch for the Goveron
Bubba Wells like they have in the
Austin Peay features a group of
ment championship and the Racers.
nors
is senior forward Reggie CrenAustin Peay will be MSU's semifi- tournament-tested veter an s t hat past four seasons.
shaw.
Crenshaw has been elected to
Instead, they have an arsenal of
nal opponent Saturday at 2 p.m. in know how to win t he big game.
Plea.'ie see ANALYSIS/tl
four
to
five
guys
that
are
capable
of
the Nashville Arena. The Gover nors Unlike the other three teams remain~U11tH\ •
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Congratulations Racers!
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Racers win
round one
BY G REG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

Tennessee Tech kept up with every
punch Murray State administered to
the team in the flrst half, but the
Racers finally knocked out the Golden Eagles in the second half to win
the flrst round of the OVC Tournament 84-63.
The Racers proved they can play
without De'Teri Mayes leading the
way in scoring, as he was held to 11
points on the night. Isaac Spencer
and Chad Townsend led the Racers
in scoring, as they scored 23 and 22
points, respectively. Spencer led the
Racers in rebounding, corralling 16
boards.
The Racers had a bigger fight on
their hands than when they faced the
Golden Eagles at Racer Arena Jan.
31, and won 109-70. Murray shot 1331 from the field in the first half and
trailed 33-31 at halftime.

"We certainly didn't play with the
kind of emotion and intensity level I
thought we needed in the first half,"
Murray State Head Coach Mark Gottfried said. "I'm not sure of the reason, but it is hard to play a team a
third time when you beat them 23
and 39 (points) but that's no excuse."
It was evident adjustments were
made at halftime, because the Racers
caught fire when t he second half
began. Guard Aaron Page hit a three,
which gave the Racer s a lead they
would never relinquish. After another three on the next possession by
Townsend, the Racers took a fourpoint lead. Tennessee Tech Head
Coach Frank Harrell, coaching his
flnal game for the Golden Eagles,
called a timeout.
"At halftime, I told our team that
we're way past the point of where I
need to rant and rave and holler and
Please see ROUND

ONEill

Good Luck
Racers!

Bei..Air Shopping Center
753-0440
10°/o Off with MSU I. D.
All new expanded
Buffet & Bakery.

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL

Every 3,000 Miles, Have Us
Change Your Oil with
Quality Valvoline®.
•Certified Air Conditioner Service Center
•Offering Bridgestone, Firestone, Dayton,
Kumho, Goodyear, Mastercraft
Tires.

•Large Selection 4-Whccler ATV Tires
•Complete Auto Service Center
•Motorcycle Tires Available

CALL FoR
FREE ESTIMATES.-~,~

*Includes up to five quarts of
Valvoline® oil and NAPA
SilverTM oil filter.

•
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New stars shine for Racers

_

Immediately
followinJ
Murray State's 71-68 ftrat
round NCAA tournament 1088
to Duke last season, talk
beJan running rampant
about the Racers' possible
aueceu this year.
After all, Murray was
returninJ De'18ri Mayea and
Chad Townsend, one of the
best baekcourts in the nation.
They also had six newcomers
to ftll in the boles and play
second fiddle to the dynamic
duo.
Almost a year later, MStf
has more than lived up to
expectations, compilinJ a 27•
3 record and placiDJ tbemselvea in the semifinals of the
OVC tournament.
Mayes and 'lbwnsend have
been sensational as expected.
Mayes is the ovc·s leadinJ
scorer at 21.7 pointl a pme,
and Townsend leads the c:cm·
ference in auists with 6.3 J1
contest.
However. the reascm this
Murray team is beinc mentioned in the same breath as
some of the Jreatest Murray
team's of all time bas to do

wanl.

spencer. former biBb

achool te8auPaht Rod Murray
baa ... had • eplendid fint
aeaaon ia a &.er uniform.
~do a Prop 48 victim, baa duzled Racer Arena
crowcle with his aeeuracy
from the leld and mind-bog-

Jih?cduob.
A1ao ~ the Racers is
with the emer1ence and 'rnerve point JUBrd Aubrey

impact of the newcomers
who, by the way, aren't playipg second fiddle anymore.
First, there is the fbtmoe
OVC Player of the Year bUc
Spencer.
Spencer, the former Mr.
Basketball in Alabama. JOt
off to a slow start thie 88UOil
after sitting out hie &e.bman
year because of Prop 48.
Since the OVC portion of
the schedule commenced,
Spencer has becrae one ol
the moat dominant~
players in the coaferenee.
Spencer is fourth in the
league in reboundina with 7.7
a game, and double-doubles
have become very common·
place for the sophomore for-

.....

Ill the Racera' last 12
pmee of the seaaon, Reese
.... beaD their most unheralded star. Reese's tenacious
ddmae aad court leaderahip
have aiJowoed Townsend to get
IJOJD8 well-dele"ed rest in
crudal port;iau of pmes.
Duane Virgil, Michael
Floyd and Marvin Gay have

also tlvea the Racera valuable milndM down low.
'J'baBb to theae youn&
mea. llam.7 faDS ean tab
. . . in tbe fact there will be
pod times after Mayes and
Townaend.
JGBO'I&

Ycatu is a

COfr.Y

editor

for The Murray State News.

DaMy Vawelf/The News
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desperation three by TSU, Spencer
retrieved the rebound and got fouled. His
two
free throws proved to be the winning
Continued from Page ·i
advantage.
line nearly each possession, but was only
"We've had great games," Murray State
able to convert 4-12 free throws.
Head Coach Mark Gottfried said. "It was a
After Spencer converted six. straight free day we shot the ball poorly, but we still
throws, the Racers moved out to a 66-61 won the game."
advantage. However, the Tigers scored
Gottfried said the rhythm of the game
seven consecutive points (a Kevin Samuel was different. The game was shown
three, a Johnson two and free throws by regionally on Fox Sports South, which
Jamie Roberts) to give TSU its first lead threw in more media timeouts and the
since early in the game.
halftime festivities were longer because
From that point in the game, the lead former Murray State players and coaches
was exchanged or tied several times. were honored.
Experience showed its hand when Chad
"Everything was a little different today,"
Townsend hit a three to give the Racers a he said. "Maybe we were due for a poor
71-70 lead. When TSU center Julian shooting game. We really were aggressive
Bankston gave the Tigers tlie lead back at on both ends."
72-71, Thwnsend came back with a deuce
Gottfried said the weird feel to the game
to give the Racers a 73-72 advantage.
supported the poor shooting stats.
''You always feel like you are out-ofAfter Johnson knotted the game by making one of two free throws, Kevin Samuel sync," he said. "When you don't make
hit a three to give the Tigers a three-point shots, that's what happens."
advantage at 76-73.
With Murray's two final regular-season
De'Teri Mayes, who ended the day shoot- games, a close 86-78 win over Austin Peay
ing five of 12 from three-point land, hit a and Saturday's last-second thriller, Gotthree from the left corner to tie the game tfried said the Racers are waiting for the
at 76.
tournament to start.
Spencer then took over.
"I was a little concerned about the last
After a missed shot, Spencer rebounded, two games," he said. "We're all waiting for
laid the ball up on the rim, where it the OVC tournament to start."
bounced for several seconds, and rolled
Gottfried said the Tigers could be a facthrough the hoop. The Racer Arena crowd tor in the OVC tournament.
erupted in noise.
"They're dangerous," he said. "They can
Spencer made the free throw to give the be as dangerous as anybody in the league,
Racers a three-point advantage. After a the way they shoot the ball."

FINALE

TITLE
Continut.:d from Page 5

Mayes with two) to preserve the win.
Following the game, fans, coaches, players and media swarmed the floor. Ladders
were brought out so the players and coaches could cut down the nets on both ends.
Murray State Head Coach Mark Gottfried praised the team's defense in the
win.
"All year long, our defense has been
pretty good," he said. "Our guys play good
defense."

ROUND ONE
Continued from Page 9

•

scream, they just need to make a decision: how bad do they really want it?"
Gottfried said. "I thought they made
a decision where they wanted to play.
I told them to look at themselves and
ask themselves how bad they wanted
to play. They're not going to give us
anything. On the contrary, they're
probably going to play their best
game against you."
Tech did cut the lead to one a few
minutes later at 44-43, but the Rae-

11
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the OVC All-Tournament team
in each of the previous two seasons.
Crenshaw is not a flashy player. He is more of a workhorse
who battles for loose balls and
picks up hard-fought points.
Saturday's second semifinal at
7:30 is a classic battle between
the league's overachievers, Middle Tennessee State, and the
underachievers,
Tennessee
State.
The Blue Raiders were expected to be in a rebuilding year
after losing four starters from a
team that finished 19-12 overall
and third place in the . OVC.
However, second year Head
Coach Randy Wiel masterfully
directed MTSU to a 18-8 overall
record and 12-6 conference
mark.
Aylton Tesch, a senior forward,
has emerged as the key contributor to Middle's offensive
scheme. Tesch, who was redshirted last season due to an
injury, ranks third in the OVC in
rebounding at 8.3, fifth in scoring at 14.0 and sixth in field goal
percentage at .523.
MTSU also features a backcourt comparable t.o Murray's
duo of De'Teri Mayes and Chad
Gottfried also praised APSU coach Dave Townsend. Junior Richard DunLoos, whose team has played to a fourth can and senior K.J. Harden can
seed in the conference even with the loss of burn any team that places too
much emphasis on shutting
senior forward Bubba Wells.
"Dave has my vote for coach of the year," down Tesch.
Tennessee State was picked by
he said. "They are playing as wetl as anymany publications to compete
body in the league."
Mayes led four Racers in double figures with the Racers for the OVC
with 32 points, while Duane Virgil led the championship when the season
began. However, the Tigers
team in rebounds, corralling nine.
Chad Townsend, who had 18 points, said could never get things on track
as they struggled to a 8-10 conthe Racers played with enthusiasm.
ference
record which tied them
"We came out with great intensity," he
with
Eastern
Kentucky for sixth
said. "We came out with a lot of fire. That's
in the OVC.
what makes you play harder."

ers pulled away after that point.
"We got by with a win. That's the
most important thing," Gottfried
said. "I'm never, ever disappoiflted in
winning, especially in the tournament. r think our guys know we could
have played a lot better."
While the third-year Racer coach
was disappointed in the first half. he
was pleased with the performance in
the second half.
"We didn't play with an unbelievable amount of effort for 40 minutes,"
he said. "I thought for the first 2(:) we
didn't have it. For the second 20, I
thought we played really hard and

played really well."
Gottfried said the Tech performance wasn't all because of the Racers' lackluster play in the first half.
"Tech shot the ball as well as they
shot it all year long in the first half,
and that was in part to our defense
and partially because they were fired
up to play," he said. "We responded
really well, and played the way we
should have for 40 minutes."
Gottfried said Spencer's play was a
key to the win.
"He's (Spencer) very physical," he
said. "He understands we are playing

Despite the disappointing regular season, Head Coach
Frankie Allen's squad appears to
be righting the ship at the proper time of the year. TSU defeated the Blue Raiders a couple
weeks ago 81-76 in Nashville
and nearly spoiled MSU's regular season finale in Racer Arena
last Saturday. The Tigers' road
victory over second seeded Eastern illinois 'fuesday is proof that
the Tigers are ready to roar,
finally.
Jason Johnson, a junior center, is one, of the most talented
and difficult to guard players in
the OVC. He is complemented
well by one of the soon to be
stars in the conference, Jamie
Roberts.
Roberts, a freshman guard,
has scorched Murray for 24
points in each contest with the
Tigers this season. Roberts ontarget three-point shooting can
immensely open things up down
low for Johnson and the rest of
TSU's big men.
The Racers are obviously the
best team in the OVC, but being
the best never guarantees victory during the craziness of tournament time.
Murray's senior leadership
and explosive offensive attack
should get them by Austin Peav
in what will be a hard fought
semifinal game.
If the Racers should dispatch
the Govs, they will face every
number one seed's greatest
nightmare -Cinderella.
With Middle Tennessee struggling down the stretch, the seventh-seeded Tigers should be
able to nip the Blue Raiders.
Everyone knows Cinderella
lost her glass slipper when midnight dawned. When the Racers
take the court Sunday for the
championship game, the Tigers
will hear the clock strike twelve.
My prediction: Racers win 85-72.

without Rod Murray (who has been
on the sidelines since the Austin Peay
game with a sprained ankle). We
aren't nearly as good a basketball
team without him."
Murray State had an official
farewell party for Racer Arena Saturday, but Tuesday night's OVC tilt was
the fmal game ever in the fieldhouse.
"It's kind of a strange feeling, being
the last game (in the Arena)," Gottfried said. "It's been a great building
for us the last two years. It's going to
be tough to say good-bye to Racer
Arena."

Basketball
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Check out our delicious specials!
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Call 762-4380 Now!
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